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“There is increasing concern that most current published 
research findings are false”  
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Sammanfattning 
 
P-hackning är ett samlingsnamn på metoder som kan användas av forskare för 
att öka chansen att demonstrera statistiskt signifikanta resultat. Detta leder till 
systematiska fel och en förhöjd andel falska fynd i den vetenskapliga 
litteraturen. Den här avhandlingen beskriver konsekvenserna av p-hackning 
och försöker illustrera hur p-hackning kan ta sig uttryck i två konkreta 
exempel.  
 
Avhandlingen är baserad på simuleringsstudier och systematiska genomgångar 
av litteraturen. Resultaten visar att även begränsad p-hackning är problematisk 
och ifrågasätter slutsatser från studier och metaanalyser som inte kan utesluta 
p-hackning.  
 
Litteraturgenomgången visade att studier av sambandet mellan nattarbete och 
bröstcancer hos kvinnor hade en flexibel ansats till dataanalys där många 
möjliga resultat hade kunnat presenteras i rapporterna. Genomgången fann 
också åtta specifika avvikelser som var konsistenta med p-hackning. 
Genomgången av studier på sambandet mellan hjärtsjukdom och höga krav 
samt låg kontroll i arbetet, kallat “job strain”, visade att det tidigare 
rapporterade sambandet var baserat på statistiska modeller med systematiska 
fel och en hög sannolikhet att rapportera stöd för falska samband. En 
metaanalays som justerade för dessa systematiska fel visade att det inte fanns 
stöd för sambandet mellan “job strain” och hjärtsjukdom i data.  
 
Resultaten tyder på att tidigare rapporterade samband i de två exempel som 
studerats sannolikt varit ett uttryck för systematiska fel i forskningsprocessen. 
Avhandlingen diskuterar åtgärder som kan motverka selektiv rapportering av 
signifikanta samband och p-hackning i akademisk forskning. 
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Abstract  
P-hacking can be described as a more or less deliberate, explorative approach 
to data analysis, with a flexible/opportunistic search space and the reporting of 
primarily statistically significant findings. This leads to inflated type-1 error 
rates and to bias in reported estimates in the scientific literature.  
 
This thesis aimed to describe how p-hacking can be manifested in academic 
research and to illustrate how bias due to p-hacking is expected to affect the 
veracity of published findings using two specific examples from the literature. 
This thesis also argues that when evaluating published findings in the current 
academic environment, we should assume a priori that p-hacking and 
publication bias is likely to be present. This means that we cannot accept 
published findings at face value, unless there is explicit evidence indicating 
that the research was protected from these biases. 
 
The thesis used Monte Carlo simulations and systematic reviews of the 
literature in two specific fields: the proposed associations between exposure to 
night work and breast cancer in women, and between job strain and coronary 
heart disease.  
 
A general model and mathematical framework to predict expected bias from 
p-hacking was developed, and can be used for a priori defined protected 
inferences of any published finding, under explicit assumptions of various 
levels of p-hacking. The model indicated a close to 100% chance of 
demonstrating a false positive association in larger studies, but also showed 
that even minimal p-hacking results in substantial bias in estimates, and 
indicated an expected observed risk in the range RR=1.1--1.4 with no true risk 
present in data, depending on study size. This threatens the validity of 
inferences from any study or meta-analysis with observed confidence intervals 
that cannot exclude such risks, if the study cannot guarantee the absence of 
minimal p-hacking. 
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The literature review identified large flexibility in the analytical process, 
allowing for the final model to be picked from a large pool of available 
models, with an implied search space of thousands of estimates. In addition, it 
identified eight distinct findings in the reviewed reports on the association 
between night work and breast cancer that were more consistent with a p-
hacking strategy than with an attempt to accurately report the observed 
association.  
 
Some of the specific observations made here could be used to argue evidence 
for high risk of p-hacking and publication bias in the reviewed literature:  
 

● None of the 17 reviewed studies on job strain and coronary heart 
disease reported the proper estimate of the job strain interaction 
(chapter 6) and our analysis showed that the proper estimate would 
not have been statistically significant in any of the studies (chapter 7). 

● One study described a data driven approach with an implied search 
space of at least 502 models, where adjusting for confounding did not 
reduce the strength of the association, as would be expected, but 
instead increased its strength so it fell above the threshold for 
statistical significance (chapter 5). 

● One study was based on a speculative and marginally significant 
estimate after arbitrarily restricting the analysis to a subgroup, when 
estimates on the full group were available and indicated a non-
significant association (chapter 5). 

● Statistical power analyses on research into night work and breast 
cancer indicated that statistically significant findings were over-
represented in the literature (p≈.001) suggesting the presence of bias 
from p-hacking or selective publishing of significant findings (chapter 
5). 

 
The findings also suggest that previously reported estimates in meta-analyses 
on the association between nightwork and breast cancer was likely to represent 
prevailing bias in the field, and that the association was not supported by data. 
 
A bias-adjusted meta-analysis on the job strain model and coronary heart 
disease with a total of 462,220 subjects and 6,836 CHD events indicated no 
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support for the job strain interaction (RR=1.00; 95% CI: 0.88--1.14). In 
addition, it did not show an increased risk due to high job demand (RR=1.03; 
95% CI: 0.97--1.11) but it did confirm previously reported risks due to low 
job control (RR=1.11; 95% CI: 1.03--1.20). These findings contradict 
established knowledge in this field and call into question the validity of results 
from individual studies, as well as the four previously published meta-
analyses on this association. 
 
The present thesis is based on and expands on four previously published 
methodological comments (Ingre, 2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2015a) as well as one 
currently unpublished paper (Ingre, 2016) that are cited in the text. 
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Publication bias 
The most obvious consequence of suppressing negative evidence from 
publication is that published effect sizes become inflated, since the 
nonsignificant lower end of the distribution is discarded (Yarkoni, 2009). 
Smaller studies and smaller true effects are more inflated, since poor statistical 
power means that a larger part of the non-significant lower end of the 
distribution is suppressed from publication (see figure 1 above). In the OSC 
replication study, it was found that replication effect sizes were about half the 
magnitude of those reported in original studies (Open Science Collaboration, 
2015), suggesting that published effect sizes were inflated to about double 
their true size, likely due to publication bias.  
 
Statistical analyses sometimes produce significant associations that do not 
“make sense” or that go against the common wisdom in a field. This is more 
likely to happen in low powered studies/analyses since such estimates are less 
precise with a higher risk of describing an association in the wrong direction. 
Of course, this may also happen when researchers are testing hypotheses that 
are false, but there is a clear idea of what the association should look like; for 
example, a researcher may believe that a certain exposure is harmful and 
might consider any analysis that shows a positive association with health as 
suspect. In many situations, researchers may fear to look stupid or heterodox if 
they would try to publish findings that contradict generally accepted ideas, and 
would be disinclined to invest time and resources into preparing such 
manuscript. If a manuscript were to be submitted for publication, a peer 
reviewer or journal editor may become suspicious of the study’s quality and 
refuse to publish the findings.  
 
It is therefore likely that many observed associations that go in the “wrong 
direction” are suppressed from publication. Significant findings that “make 
sense” and fit well within the discourse of a specific field are almost certainly 
more attractive to cite by other researchers, and this is likely to influence the 
decision of editors looking to defend their journal’s impact factor and 
researchers looking to publish their work (Ferguson & Heene, 2012). 
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Selective publication of significant findings that “make sense” can profoundly 
impact the veracity of science. A hypothetical example is illustrated in figure 2 
below, showing the expected relative risks in potential studies reporting a 
significantly increased risk of disease for two different scenarios. While the 
two scenarios cannot be assumed to be representative of research in general 
they were modelled after two published studies (Åkerstedt et al., 2015; 
Kivimäki et al., 2012) estimating the association between exposure to job 
strain and coronary heart disease (A) and night work and breast cancer in 
women (B); and the two scenarios assume that the NULL hypothesis is true, 
meaning that no true risk is present. Thus, the figure illustrates the expected 
bias from selective publishing of “statistically significant” findings that “make 
sense” (if you believe in these two associations). As indicated in the figure, 
bias increases with small low powered studies and shows an expected 
RR≈1.8--2.3 in studies with 10.000 subjects, suggesting that published 
estimates of such magnitude in similar studies could be explained entirely by 
publication bias. Larger studies have smaller expected bias, but even with 
sample sizes as large as 100.000 subjects we expect to observe RR≈1.2--1.3 
on random data with no true risk present. The two scenarios describe 
situations with perfect publication bias, but in reality some non-significant and 
conflicting findings are still likely to be published which may motivate an 
adjustment downwards of the expected bias. The observed estimates reported 
by Kivimäki et al (2012) and Åkerstedt et al (2015) fall close to the expected 
bias, and the expected bias lies well within the reported 95% confidence limits 
observed in both studies. Thus, neither of these studies presents estimates that 
are significantly larger than what would be expected from selective 
publication of positive findings that “make sense”. 
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freedoms, and that having the power to make such decision is completely in 
line with the scientific method; they may conclude that observed data that did 
not show anything “interesting” has limited value and can be put into the file 
drawer with little to no harm for science. However, only publishing “studies 
that worked” is a clearly pseudoscientific approach that has, for instance, been 
used to provide experimental evidence for “water memory” in “high dilution” 
experiments (Maddox et al., 1988) to support the pseudoscientific theory of 
homeopathy (Davenas et al., 1988); indeed, this very method was also used to 
produce the plot in figure 2 above. While a simple decision to publish, or not, 
may seem perfectly compatible with the scientific method in the single case; 
when we take a step back and look at it at scale, and in the context of a whole 
research field, we can clearly see that it represents a pseudo scientific 
approach to research, if the decision to publish depend on the results of the 
study.  
 
In an influential essay on flexibility in the analytical process, Gelman & 
Loken (2014) describe how researchers manoeuvre through a “garden of 
forking paths” of data dependent decisions before they arrive at the final test 
of their hypothesis; and they illustrate some of the problems with multiplicity 
and increased false findings that are associated with such approach to data 
analysis. They also present a taxonomy with four classes of hypothesis tests, 
where the first two classes describe procedures for testing a priori formulated 
hypotheses; these tests are unbiased and provide correct p-values with 
meaningful estimates of the observed effect sizes and confidence intervals. 
 
The last two classes are interesting from a perspective of flexibility. The 
fourth class describes what they call “outright fishing” or more formally: 
“This would be a matter of performing J tests and then reporting the best 
result given the data”. However, they also created a middle category in their 
third class: 
 

researcher degrees of freedom without fishing, which consists of computing a 
single test based on the data, but in an environment where a different test 
would have been performed given different data 
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This category is problematic because it clearly states, “computing a single 
test” where a different test would have been performed given “different data”; 
but they don’t describe in detail how they expect researchers to observe data 
when deciding which test to compute. Gelman and Loken seem to imply that 
much research and the examples they discuss in their essay fall into this 
category. However, while it certainly is possible to observe data without also 
performing a test, the most common way researchers look at data is likely to 
be by using some kind of statistical analysis, which usually also involves 
computing a statistical test; and even if they would not formally perform tests 
of statistical significance, just printing the group means or the raw correlation 
matrix would provide information that is comparable to performing such tests, 
when used to try to find the contrast in data most likely to become 
“statistically significant”. Thus, while their formal definition would probably 
cover some cases that occur in research; in practice, computing “a single test” 
in the “garden of forking paths” is likely to represent only a small proportion 
of all situations. Their definition could benefit from stating “reporting the 
result of a single test, after performing many tests exploring the data”, but 
then the difference between class 3 and 4 would not be that clear, and class 3 
would no longer benefit from the implied validity due to computing only “a 
single test”.  
 
They also state that: “It would take a highly unscrupulous researcher to 
perform test after test in a search for statistical significance”; and this is also a 
problematic part of their reasoning: if a researcher tests the presence of an 
association in data and find it to not be significant; and then she does it again 
adjusting the model for age, performing test after test; is she then “highly 
unscrupulous”? It seems like Gelman & Loken (2014) is creating a false 
dichotomy when reality is more granular. They also seem to imply that 
researchers are not (or should not be) “in search for statistical significance”; 
but why would we assume that, when statistical significance is a key feature of 
most published papers, in particularly in psychology (Fanelli, 2010; T. D. 
Sterling et al., 1995; Theodore D. Sterling, 1959)?  
 
Flexibility in the analytical process can help researchers make better 
inferences in some situations, but going from that conclusion to suggesting 
that such flexibility leads to high quality in science in general is a big stretch 
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that is not well supported by theory. Indeed, data suggest that psychological 
researchers are using their degrees of freedom to employ “questionable 
research practices” that are hard to motivate as ways to improve science 
(Agnoli, Wicherts, Veldkamp, Albiero, & Cubelli, 2017; Fiedler & Schwarz, 
2016; John et al., 2012); but could probably be understood as ways to gain an 
advantage in the race to “publish or perish” that defines the careers for most 
academic researchers. It is in this context we need to evaluate flexibility in the 
analytical process.  

P-hacking 
P-hacking is closely related to publication bias and is usually described as 
trying many different ways to test hypotheses in a single study, which 
increases the chance of demonstrating a significant association (Bruns & 
Ioannidis, 2016; Head, Holman, Lanfear, Kahn, & Jennions, 2015; 
Simonsohn, Nelson, & Simmons, 2014).  
 
A simulation study of a typical experiment in psychology indicates that p-
hacking can increase the type-1 error rate from the nominal 5% to as high as 
60% (Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011). For researchers looking to 
publish their work, this could present an attractive strategy, since it would 
allow them to publish support for up to 60% of the hypotheses that initially 
failed the test on data.  
 
P-hacking capitalizes on error variance in data that makes any change to a 
statistical model likely to provide a slightly different estimate. In a flexible 
analytical environment where many different models are considered, these 
“alternative” models provide a distribution of estimates that can be searched to 
try to find at least one estimate that may have fallen above the threshold of 
statistical significance by chance. A simple p-hacking strategy may involve 
hundreds or even thousands of different models, by reserving the option to 
vary models in several dimensions to exponentially expand the search space, 
for example: trying alternative dependent or independent variables, testing 
different sets of covariates to control for confounding, applying alternative 
codings or transformations of the variables, modifying group definitions, 
adding or removing interactions or main effects to the analysis, including or 
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excluding subgroups of subjects based on various criteria, including or 
excluding certain conditions, datasets or time points or trying different 
statistical procedures or analysis pipelines.  
 
We don’t expect most researchers to brute force a search through thousands of 
models using a computer algorithm, even though it probably happens 
sometimes. The most common form of p-hacking likely happens when a 
researcher manually tries out various different statistical analyses on data, 
relying on experience and intuition while observing changes in the estimate, 
perhaps with the assistance of descriptive statistics, correlation matrices and 
other exploratory tools such as stepwise regression models, to help narrow the 
search into areas with the greatest chance of success. Many p-hacking 
strategies can probably be understood as following a limited set of data 
dependent decisions in the “garden of forking paths” as described by Gelman 
& Loken (2014). In such strategies, the full extent of the search space may not 
be obvious to the analyst, since she may feel that she is following a single path 
that is given by data; but the search space can be inferred by considering all 
models that would have been possible if the study would be repeated on new 
data an infinite number of times; the efficiency, in terms of finding the “best” 
model on the present data and being able to demonstrate a significant 
association, will depend on the specific strategy employed by the analyst. 
Thus, most p-hacking strategies would probably only analyse a small fraction 
of all models in the available search space and the efficiency will vary 
dependent on the specific strategy used analyse data.  
 
P-hacking differs from exploratory research by not specifying a search space a 
priori and by electing to not adjust inferences, observed p-values and 
confidence intervals for the increase in variance and type-1 error rates that is 
expected from an expanded explorative search space. P-hacked findings, when 
reported, gain face validity from implying that the research was not 
exploratory, but instead was designed to test a specific hypothesis; and such 
publications would therefore tend to report only the “winning” model as the 
one used to test the hypothesis. Thus, p-hacking is an explorative approach to 
analysing data with a flexible/opportunistic search space and selective 
reporting of findings, that leads to a special case of publication bias where the 
real analytical strategy and most observed negative or conflicting evidence 
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have been suppressed from the report. Accordingly, the reported findings from 
p-hacked research give the false impression that the researcher predicted a 
specific hypothesis that was properly tested by only a single test. 
 
While the typical case is trying to demonstrate a statistically significant 
association, the same approach can also be used to find non-significant 
estimates, for example, to suggest that a competing theory has less credibility 
(Carp, 2012); and it can be used to increase the impression of consistency in 
reported findings by trying to make sure that secondary associations, that may 
not have been significant, at least go in the “right direction”. Thus, while p-
hacking usually refers to looking for statistically significant associations in 
data specifically, it can be understood as part of a general approach to data 
analysis, where empirical observations are adapted to become more consistent 
with the ideas of the analyst.  
 
While p-hacking usually refers to testing a single hypothesis in many different 
ways, having a flexible attitude to which hypothesis to report can also be 
considered part of a p-hacking strategy (Kerr, 1998). In such a strategy, 
researchers may have a large set of potential hypotheses available to them that 
are tested repeatedly on many different datasets in different studies to provide 
options for potential future publications; effort can then be focused on the 
most promising findings that already are, or can be further p-hacked into, 
statistically significant associations supporting one of the available 
hypotheses. 

Statistical power vs. p-hacking 
One way to understand p-hacking is to recognize that it represents a different 
mindset than you would expect from a scientific approach to research: 
 

● The scientific approach wants to test the hypothesis that an association 
exists and provide an accurate estimate of its magnitude.  

● The p-hacking approach wants to demonstrate a “statistically 
significant” association in data. 
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While these two approaches are not mutually exclusive (see below), many 
times they present a dividing line between the preferred strategy of a 
scientifically minded researcher and a p-hacker. For example, when two 
different tests of a hypothesis are available and one method is superior to the 
other, scientifically minded researchers would always want to report the result 
from the superior method, regardless of the result; but a p-hacking researcher 
may instead want to report the finding that is significant.  
 
Scientifically-minded researchers are also interested in demonstrating 
statistically significant associations in data, but only when the hypothesis is 
true. As discussed above, the probability of demonstrating a significant 
association when the hypothesis is true depends on the statistical power of the 
test. However, p-hacking relaxes the dependency on statistical power (and the 
prior) at the cost of an inflated type-1 error rate; p-hacking increases the 
chance of demonstrating a significant association in data on any hypothesis, 
true or false. In addition, since p-hacking does not depend on statistical power, 
researchers who apply this strategy do not have to design large, expensive 
high powered studies; but can be satisfied with small, low powered studies.  
 
P-hackers may even want to focus on low powered tests specifically, because 
the increased bias of low powered tests will tend to inflate the magnitude of 
observed significant associations (Yarkoni, 2009). 
 
Statistical power is not fixed once data has been collected, because in many 
cases, it can be manipulated during the process of data analysis. The simplest 
way to reduce statistical power is to restrict the analysis to a subgroup, so that 
not all observations are analysed. Of course, in some situations you could 
actually increase power by, for example, analysing the subgroup where the 
hypothesized association is strongest; thus, when interpreting such findings, 
one should pay extra attention to theoretical motivations made a priori to try 
to rule out p-hacking.  
 
Maximizing statistical power is an important scientific principle for three 
reasons: it increases accuracy of observed estimates, makes the study more 
likely to confirm the presence of true associations in data and makes it less 
likely to report false statistically significant findings (i.e. type-1 errors). 
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However, p-hackers would generally not be too concerned about poor 
statistical power, and may even want to reduce power to increase their chances 
of demonstrating large impressive associations in data. Thus, statistical power 
will often present a dividing line between scientifically minded and p-hacking 
researchers; the former would want to design their study and define a model to 
test their hypothesis with as large statistical power as possible; while the latter 
may even want to narrow their search specifically to models with poor power, 
to make a potential finding look more impressive. 

Bias-protected inference  
Perhaps the most problematic consequence of bias in published research is that 
further research may not be able to correct the errors, or help to provide more 
accurate inferences from data. Instead, meta-analyses summarizing the 
available evidence are expected to converge on the prevailing bias when the 
association under investigation is NULL (Ferguson & Heene, 2012). 
 
Several methods are available to deal with publication bias in meta-analyses, 
for example, funnel plot asymmetry (Egger, Davey Smith, Schneider, & 
Minder, 1997), trim and fill (Duval & Tweedie, 2000) and p-curve 
(Simonsohn et al., 2014). In general, these methods test the hypothesis that 
there is an association present in data indicative of bias. However, when such 
a hypothesis is tested on a small dataset with only a dozen or so observations, 
typical for many meta-analyses, statistical power to detect bias is limited, and 
the investigator is likely to make a type-2 error. Another limitation is that 
these methods are specific to meta-analyses, since they need multiple 
observations to quantitatively estimate bias, and cannot be used to protect 
inferences when only a single estimate from a single study is available. Also, 
it is not clear if these methods can properly detect and adjust for publication 
bias in the presence of p-hacking (Bruns & Ioannidis, 2016). 
 
A general weakness of the above methods is the (implicit) a priori assumption 
that zero bias is present, unless explicit evidence is observed to the contrary, 
when such assumption is not plausible. A more appropriate approach would be 
to assume a priori that published research is affected by at least some bias, 
unless there is explicit evidence to the contrary. With such an a priori 
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enough data have been accumulated, provided the true magnitude of the 
investigated association is larger than the expected bias.  
 
Protecting against publication bias does not necessarily protect against p-
hacking bias, and p-hacking is most effective when it can capitalize on 
confounding in observational studies (Bruns & Ioannidis, 2016). The 
magnitude of such bias and its potential impact in meta-analyses is largely 
unknown. There may be situations where bias can be assumed to be very 
small, or even absent; thus, an important part of developing a method to 
protect inferences from bias is to provide a plausible minimal adjustment for 
situations where there is evidence to suggest so. Similarly, if we can find a 
plausible upper limit of bias, it can be used when it is important to show that 
an observed association is unlikely to be explained by bias of a reasonable 
magnitude.  

Aims and a priori assumptions of this thesis 
Most research (implicitly) assumes that no p-hacking or publication bias is 
present and that published findings can be taken at face value, unless there is 
explicit evidence to the contrary. The present thesis argues that this is an 
unrealistic assumption and takes the opposite position. Thus, we assume that 
there is at least some p-hacking and publication bias present in the literature a 
priori, unless we observe evidence to the contrary.  
 
The argument for assuming publication bias a priori has been developed in 
detail above and while the motivation behind assuming p-hacking a priori 
should also be evident from this introduction, the argument is further 
elaborated and qualified in the discussion at the end of this thesis. At its core, 
it is based on a sceptical position that can be summarized as follows: research 
that is not protected against major sources of bias that can completely 
invalidate the findings, can not be assumed to meet scientific criteria, and 
should therefore be interpreted with caution; we can do that by assuming, a 
priori, that such research is likely to present at least some of the expected bias, 
unless we observe evidence to the contrary.  
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The present thesis aimed to describe the implications of p-hacking and how 
can be manifested in the literature, using two concrete examples that represent 
two different p-hacking scenarios where several meta-analyses has been 
published supporting the presence of an association: 
 

● The first example is an instance of the general problem of accurately 
estimating an association in the presence of confounding, and is based 
on a proposed association between exposure to night work and breast 
cancer (Ijaz et al., 2013; Jia et al., 2013; Kamdar, Tergas, Mateen, 
Bhayani, & Oh, 2013; Lin et al., 2015; Megdal, Kroenke, Laden, 
Pukkala, & Schernhammer, 2005; Wang et al., 2013). The risk is 
suggested to increase with longer exposures; however, this creates a 
correlation with age, and this makes the association susceptible to 
confounding if age is not properly adjusted for.  

● The second example concerns an occupational stress theory where the 
interaction between exposure to high job demand and low job control 
has been suggested to cause unresolved (job) strain (Karasek, 1979). 
There is a standard model in statistics for testing interactions on data 
(Brambor, Clark, & Golder, 2006) but many “alternative” ways to 
study the job strain interaction have been proposed in the literature 
(Fransson et al., 2012). In this example, we focus on the proposed 
association between job strain and coronary heart disease  (Kivimäki 
et al., 2006, 2012; Kivimäki, Batty, Ferrie, & Kawachi, 2014; Xu et 
al., 2015), where large-sample meta-analyses have reported an 
established association with low job control (Ingre, 2015a; SBU, 
2015; Theorell et al., 2016) and studies have proposed several 
variations of a single parameter composite variable model, combining 
high job demands and low job control into a single parameter, to test 
the presence of the interaction. This includes a binary job strain model 
reported in a large collaborative effort of an individual participant data 
meta-analysis by a group of 46 researchers (Kivimäki et al., 2012). 

 
The first two studies presented in chapter 3 & 4 aimed to analyse some of the 
main theoretical challenges present in accurately estimating the two 
hypothesized associations on data, with some help from methods proposed in 
the literature on these associations. This information was used to devise 
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plausible p-hacking strategies that could have been carried out in any such 
study, and to design Monte Carlo simulations in order to estimate the expected 
bias and type-1 error rates under various explicit assumptions of p-hacking. In 
chapter 3, we also developed a general mathematical framework that separates 
the two main bias producing mechanisms in p-hacking (within-study variance 
and confounding) based on the simulated data. This framework can be used to 
estimate plausible ranges of the expected bias a priori, for any study of any 
size, and inform bias protected inferences using the method suggested by 
Ingre (2013). 
 
In chapters 5 & 6, we aimed to summarize the published evidence from meta-
analyses with focus on their discussion of bias, and a priori positions on p-
hacking and publication bias. We also performed systematic reviews of the 
individual studies and summarized the primary p-hacking indicators identified 
in chapter 3 & 4 in order to evaluate the risk of p-hacking and the veracity of 
conclusions made in previously published meta-analyses. In chapter 5, a more 
extensive qualitative review was also performed to assess the implied p-
hacking search space and flexibility in the analytical process of each study; 
this review also documented anomalies found in the published reports that 
seemed more consistent with a p-hacking strategy than with an attempt to 
accurately report the hypothesized associations on data. A quantitative power 
analysis was performed in chapter 5 to assess the information value of the 
individual studies, and to calculate the probability of the distribution of 
significant/non-significant findings that was observed in the literature. 
 
Chapter 7 presents the results of a bias adjusted meta-analysis on the 
association between the job strain interaction and coronary heart disease using 
a refined version of the methods suggested by Ingre (Ingre, 2015a). We also 
performed a statistical power analysis of all individual studies included in the 
meta-analysis to assess the veracity of reported findings from the reviewed 
studies. 
 
The present thesis was founded in four previously published methodological 
comments (Ingre, 2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2015a) as well as one currently 
unpublished paper (Ingre, 2016) that are cited in the text.  
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exposure to night work and the risk for breast cancer in women; and the 
exposure to job strain and the risk for coronary heart disease.  
 
The studies were performed without any source of funding. Due to limited 
time and resources there were no pre-registrations of the reviews, and no 
published review protocols are available. Only information available in the 
published reports were used for the reviews, and no attempts were made to 
contact any authors to retrieve additional information. 
 
The search strategy started with unlimited searches for published meta-
analyses in the PubMed database, and all studies included in the meta-analyses 
were considered for the review. A complementary search for newer studies 
was also performed. The complete search strategy is presented in the 
appendix. Flow charts describing the number of included and excluded studies 
are presented together with the results (see chapter 5 & 6).  
 
The two reviews aimed to evaluate the veracity of published findings and had 
slightly different objectives.  
 
In the review of the literature on night work and breast cancer we primarily 
wanted to assess the risk of p-hacking that depends on undisclosed flexibility, 
and we did not want to introduce extra complexity in the analysis by including 
many different designs or outcomes. We focused our analysis specifically on 
prospective cohort studies that reported an “objective” outcome (i.e. no self 
reports), where both the exposure and the outcome was measured for each 
individual subject. To be eligible for inclusion in this review, the studies 
should also be suitable for meta-analysis and report estimates that describe, or 
could be transformed to, relative risks (RR): such as Hazard Ratios (HR), 
Odds Ratios (OR), Incidence Rate Ratios (IRR) or summary estimates such as 
group specific incidence rates. We started by reviewing all studies that was 
included in previously published meta-analyses (Ijaz et al., 2013; Jia et al., 
2013; Kamdar et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2015; Megdal et al., 2005; Wang et al., 
2013) and performed a complementary search in the PubMed database for 
newer studies published between 2005 and December 31 2015. 
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For the review of job strain and coronary heart disease we were primarily 
interested in performing a bias adjusted meta-analysis to evaluate conclusions 
from earlier meta-analyses, and started with all studies that were included in 
all previously published meta-analyses (Kivimäki et al., 2006, 2012, 2014; Xu 
et al., 2015) and performed a complementary search of new studies published 
between 2005 and July 31 2015. We included all studies with an objective 
outcome that was classified as cardiovascular disease (CVD), coronary heart 
disease (CHD), ischemic heart disease (IHD), myocardial infarction (MI) and 
excluded studies that did not measure the components of the job strain model 
(i.e. job demand and job control) for each individual, case-control studies and 
studies on clinical groups. 
 
We collected data from the published reports on study population 
characteristics, sample size, number of exposed and (breast cancer/coronary 
heart disease) cases, follow up period and the outcome variable. In addition, 
we collected information of the specific model(s) fitted in each study to assess 
the risk for bias described in more detail in each specific study (see chapter 5 
& 6). 
 
The primary evaluation of bias was based on the risk of p-hacking and a 
method was developed to assess this risk tailored towards the specific 
association under study (see chapter 5 & 6), based on the assumption that 
there are two basic approaches to any research question: 
 

● The scientific approach wants to test the hypothesis that an association 
exists and provide an accurate estimate of its magnitude.  

● The p-hacking approach wants to demonstrate a “statistically 
significant” association in data. 

 
We did not want to misclassify any proper explorative analysis as p-hacking. 
Thus models presented in published studies were classified as either 
“primary”, “secondary” or “exploratory”. A model was considered primary if 
it was used to support the author’s main conclusions and models were 
considered explorative if they were explicitly labelled as such and the findings 
were suggested to be speculative or hypothesis generating. If no primary 
model was explicitly presented or explorative findings were interpreted as 
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primary findings, the main model used for inference was treated as a primary 
model. Other models presented in the paper were considered secondary. Only 
primary models were scored for p-hacking. 
 
All data was extracted from published reports and scored by a single person 
(Michael Ingre) and the complete documentation is available in appendix. 
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Chapter 3: P-hacking the association 
between exposure to night work and 
breast cancer 
 
As discussed earlier in this thesis, p-hacking is an explorative method to 
analyse data with a flexible/opportunistic search space. The objective of p-
hacking is to demonstrate a statistically significant association in data to 
increase the chance of successful publication. The potential for p-hacking 
varies between research areas and individual studies; the more flexibility that 
is allowed in how to prepare data, analyse data and present the results, the 
larger the potential for p-hacking. The effectiveness of p-hacking depends on 
the size of the available search space, the presence of confounding and the 
specific strategy that is applied.  
 
The present study aimed to estimate expected bias from p-hacking, using as a 
specific example the risk for breast cancer after exposure to night work as a 
model for residual confounding. A main objective was to develop a general 
model for p-hacking that can be used to assess the potential for bias in any 
study and assist in bias-adjusted inferences from published research. 

Breast cancer, age and long exposures to night work 
Like many other diseases, breast cancer in women increases with age. It is 
believed to primarily be the result from accumulated exposure to endogenous 
estrogens during the course of life (Brown & Hankinson, 2015; Liang & 
Shang, 2013). Figure 3 illustrates this association based on nationally 
representative data from Sweden, showing that breast cancer incidence was 
almost zero in women under 25 years, but increased in older women to reach a 
peak at 65 years of age. Similar estimates have been observed in other large 
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A scientific inquiry into a potential risk of breast cancer from exposure to 
night work would pay great attention to the age specific incidence illustrated 
in figure 3, and fit a model adjusting for age that follows as closely as possible 
the expected increase, in order to reduce the risk of residual confounding. This 
leaves very few plausible models to fit on data. In large samples it could be 
feasible to fit a specific adjustment for every single age in data and still retain 
enough degrees of freedom to estimate the risk of exposure with almost no 
risk of confounding. In smaller samples, and depending on the age 
distribution, a simple linear model might be appropriate, perhaps with the 
addition of a quadratic term to model a polynomial increase with age. 
However, the objective of p-hacking is not to provide an accurate estimate of 
risk but rather to demonstrate a statistically significant risk.   

Developing a plausible p-hacking strategy 
In this study we operationalized p-hacking as fitting many alternative models 
testing the “same” hypothesis producing a distribution of slightly different 
estimates to choose from; the larger the distribution, the higher the chance that 
at least one estimate falls above the threshold of statistical significance. Thus, 
p-hacking is most effective when models can be varied in more than one 
dimension to exponentially increase the search space. In the present study, we 
used a simple system to try to mimic the results of a plausible p-hacking 
strategy that could be easily set up in any study. Models were varied in three 
dimensions focusing on the association between exposure and age: adjustment 
for age, length of exposure, and restricting the dataset to younger women. 
There are many more dimensions in which models could be varied, for 
example trying different definitions of exposure, outcome, or follow-up 
period, adding other covariates to the model, restricting the analysis to other 
subgroups, or excluding subjects according to various health screening 
criteria; thus, the search space explored in this study is conservative and likely 
to be larger for a motivated p-hacker. 
 
In addition to linear and linear + quadratic models, three standard data-defined 
models (median, tertile, quartile) were selected together with a “nice number” 
stepping (5 years) of models for exposure, restricting the dataset and defining 
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(10 age and 8 exposure) was also fitted on larger samples, giving three 
estimates on different sample sizes to develop a general model and study the 
impact of confounding bias. 

Results 
Table 2 presents the average of each separate model in the three dimensions 
(adjusting for age, fitting exposure and restricting the dataset) over 10.000 
simulated studies drawing random samples of 20.000 women. The observed 
type-1 error rate was 6.5%, indicating a slight inflation above the nominal 5% 
as the result of bias in the standardized estimate (z=.208), favouring positive 
results (5.1%) indicating a risk of exposure over negative results (1.3%) 
indicating that exposure was protective. Only two of the models adjusting for 
age, median split (# 3) and reference group <50 years (#10), showed a bias 
large enough for a type-1 error rate >10%.  
 
The p-hacking summary in table 3 indicates a type-1 error rate of 62% as the 
result of picking the “best” estimate from a search space of 240 models, fitted 
on sample sizes of 20.000 women. Residual confounding bias from the 
association between exposure and age is clearly visible since “only” 16% of 
the studies were able to demonstrate a significant protective (negative tail) 
estimate while 48% of the studies could demonstrate an increased risk 
(positive tail). There is a slight overlap in these estimates, since some studies 
(2.4%) were able to demonstrate that exposure to night work was both 
protective and increasing the risk for breast cancer. To assess the impact of 
including a few models with larger bias in the search space, the two most 
biased models identified in table 2 (age: #3 & #10) were removed in a separate 
analysis, which reduced the number of available models to 192 and the overall 
type-1 error rate to 47%.   
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Table 2: Summary of models fitted in the simulation 

    Type-1 error rate 

   # Adjusting for age Bias (z)  Negative Positive Any 

1 linear 0.003  .020 .030 .050 

2 linear + quadratic -0.015  .020 .027 .047 

3 median split 0.587  .005 .098 .102 

4 tertile split 0.219  .011 .046 .057 

5 quartile split 0.148  .014 .040 .053 

6 five year groups (reference <30) 0.027  .018 .030 .048 

7 five year groups (reference <35) 0.037  .018 .030 .048 

8 five year groups (reference <40) 0.106  .015 .036 .051 

9 five year groups (reference <45) 0.307  .010 .059 .069 

10 five year groups (reference <50) 0.663  .005 .120 .124 

 Exposure to night work      

1 above median 0.331  .012 .066 .078 

2 top tertile 0.248  .013 .055 .069 

3 top quartile 0.156  .016 .045 .060 

4 >10 years 0.335  .012 .066 .079 

5 >15 years 0.283  .013 .060 .073 

6 >20 years 0.178  .015 .047 .062 

7 >25 years 0.077  .015 .036 .052 

8 >30 years 0.059  .011 .036 .047 

 Dataset restriction      

1 all women 0.191  .015 .048 .063 

2 <65 years of age 0.204  .014 .050 .065 

3 <60 years of age 0.229  .011 .056 .068 

 Summary across all models 0.208  .013 .051 .065 

Note: Average across all fitted models over 10.000 simulations on datasets with 20.000 women 
25-70 years of age drawn at random from the Swedish population. Bias describes the average 
standardized estimate of the log odds ratio (z-score). Type-1 error rate describes the proportion 
of studies observing statistically significant estimates assuming alpha=.05 (two tailed tests) for 
findings in the negative tail of the distribution (exposure protects against cancer), findings in the 
positive tail (exposure is a risk for cancer) and any significant finding. Estimates are reported 
for the average over all fitted models for each adjustment for age (#1-10), exposure (#1-8) and 
dataset restriction (#1-3). 
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Table 3 shows results from p-hacking smaller studies (N=5K). Smaller studies 
have larger sample variance, which makes the bias from residual confounding 
less pronounced, reducing the type-1 error rate of p-hacking with a search 
space of 240 models from 62% on 20k samples to 42% on 5k samples.  
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Search space indicates the number of estimates available in each study. N indicates study sample 
size. Bias is the mean standardized log odds ratio from picking the largest available estimate. 
Type-1 error rate describes the proportion of studies able to demonstrate statistically significant 
estimates assuming alpha=.05 (two tailed tests) for negative findings (exposure protects against 
cancer), positive findings (exposure is a risk for cancer) and any significant finding. Results for 
240 total fitted models include all models in table 2 and the 80 models were only fitted on the full 
dataset without any dataset restriction. 

 
Due to limited resources we could only fit a smaller subset of models on larger 
samples of 100K women. This subset consisted of all age models and all 
exposure models in table 2 fitted only on the full dataset for a total of 80 
models. As expected, the results indicate the lowest type-1 error rate of 23% 
on 5k samples, increasing to 34% on 20k samples and to 70% on 100k 
samples because of the relative increase of residual confounding when sample 
variance becomes smaller in larger studies. Thus, in the presence of 
confounding bias, picking the largest estimate out of 240 in a small study may 
be inferior to picking the largest estimate out of 80 in a large study, if the 
objective is to demonstrate a statistically significant risk. 

Variance components 

The 62% observed type-1 error rate is the result of exploiting two different 
features in data: within-study variance and confounding. We can get a rough 
idea of these bias-producing mechanisms by fitting a multilevel mixed model 
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on data to find mean and variance components across the 10.000 simulations. 
Results are summarized in table 4 below for unstandardized estimates as well 
as standardized and bias-adjusted estimates. 
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Note. log odds ratio is the unstandardized estimate and standardized z-score is the 
standardized log odds ratio. The bias adjusted estimate was calculated by removing the mean 
of all 240 models across the 10.000 simulations from the standardized estimate. All estimates 
were based on samples of 20k women. Mean describes the average observed bias, SD 
(between) describes the standard deviation of the between study (sample) variance, SD 
(within) describes the within study (p-hacking) variance. ICC describes the proportion of 
variance explained by the between study (sample) variance. 

 
The unstandardized log odds ratio is difficult to interpret since the 240 
different estimates have different variances that are not properly accounted 
for. The standardized estimate is more appropriate and it shows a mean bias of 
z=.208 with an intraclass coefficient indicating that 57% of the variance in 
data was between study sample variance. The bias adjusted estimate was 
calculated by removing the model specific mean of the 240 fitted models 
across the 10.000 simulations from the estimate. Removing bias also reduced 
the within study variance as indicated by the reduced SD and increased ICC.  
 
To better understand p-hacking and to make a general model to adjust for p-
hacking bias, we need to study these mechanisms separately. 

Within-study variance 

In a properly designed study, a specific hypothesis is typically tested only 
once, producing a single estimate with no within-study variance; and the 
observed type-1 error rate would approach the nominal unless some other bias 
(e.g. from confounding) is present. However, as indicated in table 3, p-hacking 
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the statistical model has been relatively well defined a priori, for example, in a 
published pre registration stating to “estimate the risk for breast cancer after 
>20 years of exposure to night work adjusted for a linear + quadratic increase 
in risk with age”, there may still be room for p-hacking; for example, by 
testing models with 20, 25 and 30 years exposure (and perhaps also 21, 22 …  
35 years). Exposure can also be defined in several different ways in many 
studies (e.g. any night work, rotating shifts, only permanent night work, > 5 
night shifts/month etc.), there may be several ways to define the outcome, 
apply various health screening criteria or define a specific group of interest 
(e.g. women < 60 years of age, nurses or blue collar workers). Thus, even 
when a model has been relatively well defined a priori, but not completely 
defined, there can still be considerable flexibility left for p-hacking purposes.  
 
Many researchers may not consider trying a few different levels of exposure 
or a few definitions of the dependent variable to be p-hacking; but such 
flexibility expands the search space, which leads to biased estimates and 
inflated type-1 error rates; for example, four different levels of exposure, four 
different health screening criteria and three variations of the dependent 
variable define a search space of 48 models. The estimates presented in table 5 
indicate that p-hacking bias is not proportional to the search space and if we 
assume minimal p-hacking bias to be of half the magnitude of the low bias 
defined above, it would correspond to a search space that is substantially 
smaller than 40 models. A search space that is less than half the low bias 
search space defined above seems unlikely for a p-hacked study and for the 
purpose of this thesis it is used to model minimal p-hacking.  
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Summary and conclusions 
In the present study we found that a relatively conservative approach to p-
hacking in studies estimating the risk for breast cancer in women after 
exposure to night work was associated with a type-1 error rate of 62% on 
sample sizes of N=20.000. Most of the time, studies would be able to report an 
increased risk of breast cancer due to residual bias from age (48%), but some 
studies could report a protective effect (16%) and a few could pick and choose 
from both (2.4%). 55% of the studies had more than one and 44% had more 
than 5 significant estimates to choose from. 
 
A general model to predict expected bias from p-hacking was developed, 
which separates confounding from within study variance that results from p-
hacking. The final estimate from p-hacking was modelled as a distribution of 
the maximum observed estimate for all models in the available search space 
described in equation 9. Tentative values of the parameters defining the 
distribution were derived from the simulated data to describe medium, low and 
minimal bias. The findings show that observed estimates were more biased in 
smaller samples (inflated) with positive tail type-1 error rates (i.e. false 
observations of increased risks) in the range 20-50%, but also suggest that in 
large studies, p-hacking can almost guarantee the ability to demonstrate a 
significantly increased risk of exposure when no actual risk is present, due to a 
combination of p-hacking and residual confounding bias from imperfect 
adjustment of age. Even a minimal level of p-hacking indicated substantial 
bias with an observed risk in the range RR=1.1--1.4 depending on study 
sample size; and the expected bias would be larger if only significant 
estimates are considered. 
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Chapter 4: P-hacking and inherent bias 
in models of job strain and coronary 
heart disease 
In chapter 3 we looked at p-hacking bias in a scenario where undisclosed 
flexibility in estimating the risk of breast cancer from exposure to night work, 
allows p-hacking and residual confounding to inflate observed risk estimates 
and associated type-1 error rates. In this chapter, we use studies of the 
association between job strain and coronary heart disease to investigate how 
omitted main effects in observational studies of an interaction can produce 
biased estimates and inflate the type-1 error rate. We also study the 
implications of a p-hacking strategy where several different models proposed 
in the literature are fitted in the same study.  

The job strain model 
The job strain model was introduced in the late 1970s by Karasek (Karasek, 
1979). It is a model for occupational stress with two main effects (job demand 
and job control, the latter sometimes called decision latitude) and an 
interaction labelled “job strain”. The theory posits an interaction between high 
work demand and low job control, causing unresolved (job) strain along the 
diagonal axis in figure 10 below, that is proposed to be associated with stress 
related complaints and adverse health outcomes. The theory is often 
operationalized in empirical studies by splitting groups at the sample median, 
which produces four groups as illustrated in figure 10 with popular labels 
attached to each quadrant. It is safe to say that the job strain model is one of 
the most influential occupational stress theories in existence today; the 
original publication has been cited over 9000 times on google scholar in July 
2016.  
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determined, suggesting that other cut-offs were tried in the process and that 
this model can be varied further to represent the strategy used by job strain 
researchers. We also tried a few (5 & 10) variations of job demand and job 
control that might be considered in a study trying to “optimize” the job strain 
model on data, but it is possible to go much further than that with an upper 
limit at a factor 19 larger search space for an exhaustive strategy assuming that 
5 and 6 items are available for the two scales. Expanding the search space 
further in this way almost certainly means weaker correlations than assumed 
above (r=.80--.90), inflating bias and type-1 error rates even further from what 
we observed. In addition, there are many other possibilities available in a 
flexible analytic environment, such as restricting the dataset to a specific 
group or trying an interaction with age (Kivimäki, Theorell, Westerlund, 
Vahtera, & Alfredsson, 2008); and adding other covariates to the model could 
potentially expand the search space orders of magnitude above what was 
simulated in this study.  
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Chapter 5: A systematic review to assess 
p-hacking in studies of night work and 
breast cancer in women 
 
In chapter 3 we looked at the potential to p-hack the association between 
exposure to night work and the risk of breast cancer in women, and found that 
p-hacking could almost guarantee the ability to demonstrate a significant 
association, even in the absence of a true risk in data. In a proper scientific 
inquiry, a hypothesis would be defined a priori and tested in a predictable way 
to produce a single and unbiased estimate. However, when flexibility is 
allowed in how to test a specific hypothesis, there is a distribution of estimates 
from many potential models available; and if the “best” model is picked from 
such distribution, using some data driven approach to data analysis, bias is 
expected in reported estimates and any meta-analysis combining such 
estimates from several studies may conclude the presence of a risk even if 
none would exists.  
 
The main challenge in studying p-hacking in the published literature is that it 
depends on undisclosed flexibility in the analytical process. We are not likely 
to see a p-hacking approach described in detail in published reports, since it 
would tend to invalidate the findings; thus, we need to look for indirect 
evidence. The method developed in the present thesis assumes that there are 
two basic approaches to any research question:  
 

● The scientific approach wants to test the hypothesis that an association 
exists and provide an accurate estimate of its magnitude.  

● The p-hacking approach wants to demonstrate a “statistically 
significant” association in data. 
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While these two approaches are not mutually exclusive, many times they 
present a dividing line between the preferred strategy of a scientifically 
minded researcher and a p-hacker. For example, when there are two different 
tests of a hypothesis available to the researcher but one test uses a method that 
is superior to the other, a scientifically minded researcher would always want 
to report the result from the superior method regardless of the result; but a p-
hacking researcher may instead want to report the finding that is significant.  
 
P-hacking is only possible when flexibility is allowed in how to prepare, 
analyse and report data. Thus, an important part of assessing p-hacking in 
published reports is to assess flexibility in the analytical process. There are 
three main types of indicators: information that suggests that the authors had 
defined their hypothesis and the model to test it a priori, information that 
suggests the analyst used a data driven explorative approach, and information 
about the size of the expected search space available to the analyst. 
 
Perhaps the most reliable indicator in the first category is a public time-
stamped pre-registration of the study detailing exactly how the authors wanted 
to test the hypothesis. If pre-registration with a detailed analysis plan exists, 
and the details match the published report, perhaps even with the dataset 
attached, the risk of p-hacking is virtually non-existent. Other indicators of the 
first category are strong theoretical motivations why the model was specified 
as it was. This would suggest that the authors had a theoretical approach and 
that they tried to find the optimal way to model the association and adjust for 
confounders according to theory; this limits the number of potential models to 
fit on data and separates it from p-hacked findings that would be based on a 
somewhat arbitrarily defined data driven model that is harder to motivate in 
theory. A third possible indicator in this category would be a direct replication 
of the researcher's’ own or some other researchers’ previous work. Exactly 
replicating another study is not that common in research and it would suggest 
that the authors were aware of problems with flexibility in the analytical 
process and wanted to reduce it in their study. Theoretical motivations and 
direct replications would also be stronger if they were pre-registered, to reduce 
the risk that the decision to publish a model with its theoretical motivation was 
made post-hoc, and informed by the observed data.  
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Indicators of an explorative, data driven analytical process may be found by 
assessing the method used to define the primary model presented in the report. 
This would include the author(s) describing or stating that they have used an 
explorative strategy or any information that suggests that the final model was 
picked from several available candidate models. 
 
An implied size of the available search space can be estimated under explicit 
assumptions. For example, if the methods indicate that a study had measured 
10 variables that could potentially be included as covariates in the model, and 
the final model included an arbitrarily defined subset of these 10 variables, we 
may assume that any combination of these variables would have been 
accepted by the authors. Under this assumption, we can calculate the number 
of potential models that were available in the search space as the result of 10 
binary options available to the analyst: 210=1024. If 20 variables were 
available it would be 220=1,048,576; and if we assume that these covariates 
could also be fitted in two different variants, using an alternative 
transformation/coding scheme, the number increases to 320 > three billion 
potential models.  
 
In a flexible analytical environment where many different models can be 
considered as testing the hypothesis, these “alternative” models provide a 
distribution of estimates that can be searched to try to find one estimate that 
may have fallen above the threshold of statistical significance by chance (and 
by unadjusted confounding). It should be noted however, that such high-
dimensional p-hacking is not directly comparable with the simulations 
performed in chapter 3, where only the main variables involved in the 
association were manipulated; when models grow to include a large number of 
covariates, many of them are likely to be only weakly related to the studied 
association; including, excluding or trying different transformations of such 
variables is likely to have a smaller impact on the studied association than 
manipulating age or exposure. Thus, such high-dimensional p-hacking is 
likely to be most effective in situations where sample variance already 
provided an estimate that fell relatively close to statistical significance by 
chance, or in combination with manipulating any of the main variables. 
However, the relatively small expected impact of each model variation is, at 
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least to some extent, compensated for by the very large number of models 
available to the analyst in high-dimensional p-hacking. 
 
We don’t expect most p-hackers to search with brute force through thousands 
or millions of models using a computer algorithm, even though it probably 
happens in some situations. The most common form of p-hacking is likely just 
committed by trying out various models manually in front of the computer 
while observing changes in the estimate, relying on tools such as correlation 
matrices and stepwise multiple regression models, together with experience 
and intuition, to find correlations in data and narrow the search into areas with 
the greatest chance of success. Thus, most p-hacking strategies would 
probably only analyse a small fraction of models in the available search space. 
However, calculating an implied search space is still a useful measure of 
flexibility, since a p-hacker could have searched for any model within that 
space, whether they applied a systematic and exhaustive search strategy, or 
used a more flexible and opportunistic manual approach, guided by repeated 
observations in data. Thus, the implied search space does not necessarily 
describe the number of models fitted in a particular study, unless we can 
assume the strategy used to be exhaustive; it is an estimate of the number of 
potential models that could have been reported if the study would be repeated 
on new data an infinite number of times, and the effectiveness of exploiting 
this search space for p-hacking purposes, depends on the specific strategy 
applied. 
 
After the review presented below was performed, a new report (Travis et al., 
2016) introducing three previously unpublished cohorts was published 
together with a meta-analysis indicating RR=1.01 (95% CI 0.93--1.10) for 
exposure to 20+ years of night work. The findings presented below are further 
discussed in light of these new results in the concluding discussion of this 
thesis (chapter 8). 

Assessing the risk of p-hacking in individual studies 
In the present review, we focus on prospective cohort studies of exposure to 
night work and the association with breast cancer in women. We wanted to 
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define reliable indicators of p-hacking a priori based on the principles outlined 
above. 
 
A main indicator of p-hacking was based on the most fundamental principle 
discussed above: that a scientifically minded researcher would always want to 
present the findings of a superior model regardless of the result of the 
statistical test, but a p-hacker may consider an inferior model if it is 
statistically significant. As discussed in chapter 3, in studies of night work and 
breast cancer it is inevitable that exposures to nightwork are correlated with 
age, and age is well known to be strongly associated with the risk for breast 
cancer. Thus, a scientific inquiry would want to optimally adjust for age to 
reduce the risk of residual confounding when estimating such an association. 
In figure 3 (chapter 3) we illustrated the association between age and breast 
cancer incidence, which suggests that linear and polynomial models as well as 
models adjusting for every single year of age would be most appropriate to 
reduce the risk of confounding. The estimates presented in table 2 (chapter 3) 
confirm that these models have low bias and suggest that modelling five-year 
groups over the whole age range may also be appropriate. In the present study, 
we considered these models to be the natural choice in a truly scientific 
approach; and since these models were expected to be available in every 
single study, we considered all other variations to adjust for age as suboptimal; 
and thus, increasing the risk for a p-hacking strategy to have been applied.  
 
Since fitting an optimal adjustment for age is essential to the validity of any 
observed association between night work and breast cancer, it would likely be 
a focus in any theoretically motivated study; thus, we also considered studies 
that did not disclose exactly how age was adjusted at higher risk of p-hacking, 
since choosing to not disclose this information is more consistent with a data 
driven approach. 
 
A second indicator of p-hacking was a non-standard definition of exposure. 
Theory suggests that long term exposures (>20--30 years) are needed to 
develop an increased risk of breast cancer. Exposures of 20, 25 and 30 years 
of night work were considered natural choices to test the hypothesis, and other 
exposures were considered likely to be fitted after the primary model had 
failed to produce a significant association, unless there was a strong 
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theoretical motivation why the standard definition was not used. This also 
includes reporting an unspecified length of the exposure (i.e. ever night work) 
unless it was explicitly stated that information on the length of exposure was 
not recorded in the study. 
 
A third primary indicator of p-hacking was restricting the analysis to a 
subgroup, since it reduces statistical power and can be used to hide the fact 
that the reported association was not significant in the full dataset. We 
considered any restriction of the dataset a likely indicator of p-hacking, unless 
there was a strong theoretical motivation why it was necessary to restrict the 
dataset in order to provide a valid and accurate estimate of the risk for breast 
cancer. 
 
In addition to the primary indicators discussed above, we also reviewed the 
published reports in detail to assess flexibility in the analytical process. We 
assessed how the primary models were defined and we calculated an implied 
search space that would have been available to the analyst. We also 
documented anomalies that seemed to be more consistent with a p-hacking 
approach than with an attempt to accurately report the magnitude of the 
observed association. In addition, we performed a separate quantitative 
analysis of the studies’ statistical power to try to assess their overall veracity 
(see equation 3), and to determine the probability of the observed distribution 
of significant and non-significant studies in the literature, to assess the 
likelihood of p-hacking and publication bias in this field of research.   

Published meta-analyses of long exposure to night 
work and the risk for breast cancer in women 
Before performing a systematic review of individual studies, we wanted to 
assess how other reviews had addressed bias. There are many potential 
sources of bias in published research, and in the present review we considered 
those most relevant for observational studies of night work and breast cancer. 
We searched for all meta-analyses published before the year 2016 and 
recorded the presence of any discussion of bias in the reported estimate. The 
presence of such discussion was scored in widely recognized categories, such 
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as: confounding in general, bias related to the studied population, definition of 
exposure, study design and publication bias; but we also added the risk of 
residual confounding from suboptimal adjustment for age, indications of p-
hacking, as well as the presence of a discussion of any other (methodological) 
biases considered in the review. Table 10 summarizes the findings from all 
five meta-analyses published so far.  
 
Table 10: Summary of bias discussions in published meta-analyses 

  Bias considerations  

Publication N Con Pop Pub Exp Des Age P-hack Other Evidence 

(Megdal et al., 
2005) 13 x x x - x - - - Strong 

(Ijaz et al., 2013) 16 x x x x x - - x None 

(Wang et al., 2013) 10 x - x - - - - - Medium 

(Jia et al., 2013) 13 x x x - x - - - Medium 

(Kamdar et al., 
2013) 15 x x x x x - - x Weak 

(Lin et al., 2015) 16 x - x - - - - x Strong 

N=number of reviewed studies, Con=confounding (in general), Pop=Bias related to the studied 
population sample, Pub=publication bias, Exp=definition of exposure, Des=bias related to the 
design, Age=residual confounding from suboptimal adjustment for age, P-hack=p-hacking bias in 
general, Evidence=describes the authors’ general assessment of evidence supporting an association 
where "strong" suggests the presence of an association with little doubt, "medium" suggests a likely 
association with some reservations, "weak" suggests a possible association with several reservations 
and "none" suggest that there is no or insufficient evidence supporting the presence of an 
association. x=discussion of bias was present 

 
The summary above (table 10) indicates that none of the meta-analyses 
explicitly considered p-hacking or residual confounding from imperfect 
adjustment for age (however, see discussion below of (Ijaz et al., 2013)). All 
studies did to some degree consider confounding, but this generally referred to 
the absence or presence of certain variables in the models and not to the 
specific shape of the association. Two of the studies suggested that incomplete 
adjustment may have attenuated the observed effect and that complete 
adjustment was likely to show an even larger magnitude of the observed risk 
(Lin et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2013).  
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All studies did consider publication bias, and reported the statistical 
significance of the Egger test (Egger et al., 1997) or similar. As discussed in 
the introduction of this thesis, it is questionable to assume an a priori position 
of zero publication bias that we can be almost certain is false, and only change 
our position if we find explicit evidence from a low powered statistical test 
based a dozen or so observations (in this case 10-16 studies as indicated in 
table 10). However, all studies, except the study by Iljaz at al. (2013), 
interpreted a non-significant test as the absence of publication bias and 
accepted the observed pooled estimate at face value without any adjustments. 
Ijaz et al. had a more nuanced position and did not accept p=.24 as evidence 
for zero bias (p 443):  
 

Our search was comprehensive, and there was no strong indication of 
publication bias from Egger’s test. Many studies were conducted in 
Scandinavia where the issue of breast cancer and night-shift work seems 
to be a topic of debate. Quite a few of these were register linked studies. 
However there exist many more such registers worldwide that remain 
untapped and, therefore, we believe that the included studies alone could 
form an incomplete picture (50). 

 
Another observation from table 10 is that studies suggesting “strong” evidence 
were less concerned about bias than the studies suggesting “weak” or 
“none/insufficient” evidence supporting the studied association. While this 
analysis is crude and does not take into account many other differences 
between these studies, it does suggest that less focus on bias made it easier to 
argue for, and demonstrate, the presence of an association in a meta-analysis; 
and the more an investigator was considering bias the less convincing the 
published evidence became. 
 
A special mention is needed for the study by Ijaz et al (2013), which did 
address bias thoroughly in the analysis. As discussed above, Iljaz et al were 
the only authors who took the a priori position that publication bias affected 
their estimates; and they also had a more comprehensive approach to bias in 
general. They identified ten domains of bias a priori and although they did not 
mention p-hacking specifically, they did include: exposure definition, 
selective reporting, funding, and conflict of interest; all of which are related to 
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p-hacking. To illustrate how they are related let’s consider one of their 
examples related to exposure (p 432): “The study was considered to have a 
high risk of bias when it used a categorical definition with an arbitrary 
threshold (eg, 1 year, “ever done night work”)”. There is no inherent bias in 
an arbitrary defined duration of exposure, as long as it is defined a priori and 
only one test of the hypothesis is performed. Bias from an arbitrary defined 
exposure threshold comes from applying a strategy of testing many different 
thresholds while selectively reporting only the significant one(s). As discussed 
above, a scientific inquiry would probably pick a standard exposure of 20, 25 
or 30 years a-priori and an arbitrary threshold is more consistent with a p-
hacking strategy. Thus, the reason Ijaz et al. considered an arbitrary threshold 
to have high risk for bias was almost certainly because it is an indicator of p-
hacking. In addition, funding and conflict of interests does not directly affect 
data but risks affecting the behaviour of researchers by putting pressure on 
them to try to demonstrate a particular finding. In the presence of such 
pressure, p-hacking and the associated selective reporting of findings are the 
most natural options available after the data has been collected, unless 
researchers would consider fabricating data with the desired result.  
 
Ijaz et al. (2013) should be commended for their efforts to try to assess as 
many important biases as possible in their analysis, but the present author 
would have liked them to go one step further to explicitly discuss the 
underlying mechanisms expected to produce bias in the reviewed research. 
Had they done that, they would probably have arrived at p-hacking as a main 
mechanism. Also, incentives for demonstrating a significant association in 
data does not depend only on pressure from funders or other conflicts of 
interests; it is present at all times for any researcher that has to compete in the 
race to “publish or perish”. Thus, outside pressure is not needed to increase the 
risk of bias in published studies; but being employed by a university or 
research institution that offers incentives towards publishing in peer-reviewed 
scientific journals could be argued to be an indicator of high risk for bias. 

Literature search  
We took all studies included in the meta-analyses presented in table 10 and 
performed an additional literature search in the PubMed database for missed 
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or newer studies. Twenty-five studies were found to estimate the association 
between night work exposure and breast cancer in women. Some studies 
focused on flight attendants; however, such studies have questionable validity 
since they are confounded with exposure to cosmic radiation that is suspected 
to increase the risk for many cancers (Hammer, Blettner, & Zeeb, 2009). 
Many studies used a case-control design; however, a main weakness is the 
(usually) retrospective assessment of exposure that may introduce bias by 
reverse causation: cancer patients may tend to more often remember and 
indicate any negative exposure history, including exposure to night work — 
especially if they were aware of the hypothesised risk after the first set of 
studies were published in 1996 (Tynes, Hannevik, Andersen, Vistnes, & 
Haldorsen, 1996) and 2001 (Davis, Mirick, & Stevens, 2001; Hansen, 2001; 
Schernhammer et al., 2001). Some studies used a nationally representative 
comparison group to estimate standardized incidence ratios for the exposed 
group; however, such designs are biased towards the NULL when a large 
proportion of the reference population is exposed. All these study designs can 
be p-hacked; but the methods available, and thus, any potential indicators of 
such methods, will vary depending on the specifics of each study and its 
design. In the present analysis we wanted to review the strongest designs 
available and apply a general approach in a more homogeneous collection of 
studies, so we excluded these designs from the current analysis. A complete 
record of the excluded studies is presented in the appendix. 
 
In the absence of true experiments, a prospective cohort study, where exposure 
is measured first and new cancer cases are assessed during a subsequent 
follow up period (usually around 10 years), is perhaps the strongest design 
available to assess the risk for breast cancer after exposure to nightwork. We 
focused our analysis of p-hacking on studies with this design that measured 
both exposure and the outcome at the individual level, and our literature 
search identified six such studies.  
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We defined three models a priori to adjust for age, that were considered to be 
consistent with a scientific inquiry, and assumed that studies using other 
methods were at risk of p-hacking. Two of the reviewed studies failed to 
report one of these models (Åkerstedt et al., 2015; Koppes, Geuskens, Pronk, 
Vermeulen, & de Vroome, 2014). This could mean that these studies were p-
hacked; but it could also mean that we assumed a too strict criterion. An 
indication to the latter was the fact that one of the studies did not demonstrate 
a significant association; and thus, was less likely to be p-hacked.  
 
One of the studies presented results on a subset of all observations by 
restricting the analysis to data before respondents had turned sixty years old 
without theoretical motivation, indicating an increased risk of p-hacking 
(Åkerstedt et al., 2015). 
 
One of the studies was inconsistent with the a priori defined exposure models 
(Pronk et al., 2010). This particular exposure threshold (>17 years) was not 
likely to have been the author's first choice, increasing the risk for p-hacking. 
It is also worth noting that Schernhammer et al used two different exposure 
definitions in their two studies. The study by Knutsson et al did not define the 
length of exposure, but such information was not collected for a prospective 
design; lifetime accumulated exposure data was collected at the end of the 
follow up period for a subset of all respondents, that would have made a 
retrospective design of exposure possible, but such results were not reported.  
 
A more in-depth analysis of the studies to try to assess flexibility in the 
analytical process is presented below. We have chosen to discuss the two 
studies on nurses by Schernhammer et al together (Schernhammer et al., 2001; 
Schernhammer, Kroenke, Laden, & Hankinson, 2006) since they were written 
by the same first author and are methodologically similar. The two Swedish 
studies (Åkerstedt et al., 2015; Knutsson et al., 2013) are also discussed 
together, as are the studies on the Dutch and Chinese cohorts (Koppes et al., 
2014; Pronk et al., 2010) since they share authors between them, reference 
each other, and present similar findings. 
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Table 11: Summary of prospective cohort studies on night work and breast cancer  

Study 
(Schernhamm
er et al., 2001) 

(Schernham
mer et al., 
2006) 

(Knutsson et 
al., 2013) 

(Torbjörn 
Åkerstedt et al., 
2015) 

(Koppes et 
al., 2014) 

(Pronk et al., 
2010) 

Population 
American 
nurses  (USA) 

American 
nurses (USA) 

Swedish 
work sites  

Swedish general 
population  

Dutch 
working 
population  

Chinese urban 
communities  

Sample size (n) 78562 113216 4036 13656 285723 69472 

Follow up 
(years) 10 12 12 12 7 4.4 

Cases (n) 2441 1352 94 3404 2531 379 

Exposed (n) 1382 531 549 287 2001 5720 

Exposed cases 
(n) 58 15 14 

Not reported 
<18 

Not reported 
<117 19 

Relative Risk 1.36 1.79 2.02 1.77 0.95 0.8 

95% CI 1.04--1.78 1.06--3.01 1.03--3.95 1.03--3.04 0.64--1.45 0.5--1.2 

Age adjustment 

Five year 
groups over 
the observed 
age range 
 

Five year 
groups over 
the observed 
age range 

Attained age 
was used as 
time 
variable  

The specific 
adjustment was 
not disclosed 

15-30, 31-
40, 41-50,  
51-64 

Stratificatio
n by birth 
cohort in 5-
year 
intervals 

Exposure 

30+ years of of 
exposure (data 
collected on: 1–
2, 3–5, 6–9, 10–
14, 15–19, 20–
29, and 30+ 
years)  

20+ years of 
exposure 
(detailed 
monthly data 
was 
collected) 

Any 
nightwork 
indicated in 
the years 
1992-1996, 
2001-2003 
or 2009 

Lifetime 
exposure 21-45 
years (number 
of years was 
collected) 

20+ years 
tenure in 
the same 
job and 
indicating 
regular 
night work >17 years 

Additional 
covariates (n) 14 17 2 7 7 5 

Health 
screening  Yes Yes Yes None indicated Yes Yes 

Data restriction    age ≤ 60    
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The American nurses health cohorts 

Both studies by Schernhammer et al (Schernhammer et al., 2001; 
Schernhammer et al., 2006) reported age and exposure models consistent with 
our a priori models, and in their first study they also commented on adjusting 
for age (p 1565): 
 

Because of the observed age difference between ever and never rotating 
night shift workers, we modeled subsequent analyses with age as a 
continuous variable and by 2-year categories. However, modeling age in 
different ways did not lead to substantial changes in the estimates of the RR. 
 

The reported risk from the fully adjusted model was statistically significant on 
the very margin (95% CI: 1.04--1.78) so even small changes in the observed 
RR may be important. Thus, the fact that they chose to report a less precise 
model when they had access to better estimates is somewhat suspect of p-
hacking, and their choice of words also did not confirm that the more precise 
adjustments that were available, but excluded from the report, were also 
significant. However, all the above models were assumed a priori to confer 
low risk of p-hacking. 
 
Exposure was modelled differently in the two studies, but it appears to mainly 
have been due to different methods, age and exposure distributions in the two 
data collections. In their first study they indicated a flexible approach by 
modelling exposure in at least three different ways, including the four 
category model presented in the main table of the report (p 1564): “In some 
analyses, we collapsed the data into only two categories; in others, we went 
back to the original eight categories.”. The authors also made an interesting 
choice in their second study where they tried several different methods to 
classify exposure (p 108):  
 

In our main analyses, we used retrospective information from 2001 to create a composite 
night work variable. We also conducted 2 types of sensitivity analyses. In the first, rather 
than using the 2001 data retrospectively, we conservatively assumed that nurses had not 
worked a single month on rotating night shifts during the time periods in question, which 
produced essentially no change in the results (2.01; 1.17–3.44). Second, we carried 
forward the last reported value (ie, from the previous questionnaire cycle), an approach 
commonly applied for missing information in updated analyses. In this analysis, we saw a 
slightly weaker association (1.56; 0.91–2.66) when compared with our main approach. 
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They tried at least three different ways to define exposure; but they offered no 
theoretical motivation to why their “main analyses” were based on a 
composite variable combining prospective and retrospective exposure 
information, when they also had estimates available from what appears to 
have been a more cleanly defined prospective variable. The fact that they 
chose to weaken their design by mixing in retrospective information in their 
“main approach” suggest that the other two alternatives had to have some 
undesirable properties. The authors did not specify if the estimates quoted 
above were properly adjusted for confounding, but it is clear that the model 
based on information “carried forward” was not significant, which might be 
informative. Their short comment in the discussion (p 110): “Moreover, the 
prospective design of our study eliminates recall bias.” no longer seems to 
hold true, but indicate that they did seek the benefits of a truly prospective 
design, at least at some point during the project, suggesting that their “main 
approach” was unlikely to have been their first choice. 
 
There was no explicit theoretical motivation for selecting any of the 
covariates, how they were defined, or how the specific set used in the final and 
fully adjusted models was picked. In their first study they did indicate that 
they tried several potential confounders that were not included in the final 
model presented in the report because (p 1565): “they did not alter our 
estimates (data not shown).”. They also discussed potential confounding not 
included in the model (p 1567): 
 

Another potential limitation in our study is that women who work more 
frequently on night shifts may differ from women who do not in a way that 
influences risk of breast cancer for which we were not able to control. Even 
though we controlled for known potential confounding factors, there may still 
be uncontrolled confounding, such as hormone levels, stress, or other 
differences in lifestyle. Yet whether to treat factors, such as hormone levels 
or stress, as confounding factors or rather as intermediate factors that 
represent a step in the causal chain between exposure and disease would 
need to be considered. 
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The discussion of confounding in the second study was brief (p 110): 
 

A potential limitation in our study is that women who work most 
frequently on night shifts may differ from women with no night shift 
experience in ways that influence risk of breast cancer and in ways 
we were not able to control. For example, there was a marked 
difference in smoking history among women who never had worked 
night shift and those with 20 or more years of night work; moreover, 
smoking duration rather than current smoking status was most 
strongly related to breast cancer risk in this cohort. However, 
neither the additional adjustment for pack-years smoked nor the 
exclusion of smokers from our analyses altered our results. 
Nonetheless, although we controlled for known potential 
confounding factors, uncontrolled confounding may stem from 
differences in socioeconomic status or other differences in lifestyle 
that we were not able to consider. 

 
The authors did adjust for a large set of confounders, 14 and 17 + age in the 
two studies, but the exact specification of the models varied. For example, 
alcohol consumption was adjusted for, but the specific form was different in 
the two studies; in 2001 they used categories for none, and <90 and 90 g/week 
while in 2006 they were nondrinkers, 5 g/d, 5–9.9 g/d, 10 –19.9 g/d, and 20 
g/d. Similarly, BMI was adjusted in 2001 for five categories (<21, 21–22.9, 
23–24.9, 25–28.9, and 29) at the age of 18 while in 2006 there were six 
different categories (18.5, 18.5–19.9, 20.0 –22.4, 22.5–24.9, 25.0 –29.0, and 
30 kg/m2) at (presumably) the current age and the adjustment for menopause 
used seven categories in 2001 (43, 44–46, 47–49, 50–52, 53–55, 56–58, and 
>58 years) and four categories (48, 48, 49, 50 yr) in 2006. In addition, height 
in seven categories, weight change and time period in five categories was 
included in 2001 but not in 2006 and in 2006 the model was adjusted for 
physical activity and smoking but not in 2001.  
 
The many unmotivated differences between the two studies indicate 
considerable flexibility in how the authors wanted to test the association. 
Some of these differences may be the result of different methods used in the 
two data collections, but for the variables described above, we do expect most 
options to have been available in both studies, and that it would have been 
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possible to report close to identical models in the two studies if the authors 
had wanted to do that. 
 
To get an idea of how much flexibility these observed differences imply in a 
potential p-hacking strategy, we can calculate an implied search space by 
treating the observed differences as the result of equally probable binary 
options available to the analyst. If we assume the option to fit six confounders 
in two different variants we would expect to observe three of them to be 
different in the two studies, like we observed for alcohol, menopause and BMI 
above; and if we assume the option to include (or exclude) each of eight 
available potential confounders, we would expect four to be included in any of 
the two studies, of which two in each would only be included in one of the 
studies, like we observed for smoking, height, weight change, time period and 
physical activity above; thus, the implied search space would be 2(6+8) = 16,384 
different model estimates, that could have been searched to try to find at least 
one estimate that may have fallen above the threshold for statistical 
significance by chance (or by residual confounding). 
 
The first study was expanded by adding another 12 years of cancer follow-up 
data, and the previously observed risk was then no longer present, indicating a 
(non-significant) protective association below unity (Schernhammer, 2014). 
The findings have (to my knowledge) not been fully published yet and are 
available only in a conference abstract; thus, we lack many of the details 
needed to properly assess the findings. The author writes that:   
 

Taken together, these results suggest that long-term rotating night 
shift work particularly early in career may be associated with an 
increased risk of breast cancer, which appears to diminish after 
nightshift work ceases.   

 
The author’s conclusion seems to be intuitively wrong, since even if the 
increased risk would disappear completely after the nurses stopped working 
night (which in itself seems unlikely), the previously observed cancer cases 
would still be present and contribute to an increased risk for the (now 
previously) exposed group; the conclusion above implies that former shift 
workers somehow developed a protection, to become at lower risk than 
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comparable day workers, for cancer incidence to have a chance to even out 
between the groups. 
 
Data was also added to the second study (Schernhammer, 2014) and in this 
analysis the authors stated that they confirmed the original findings; however, 
since there were no details presented on how the model was defined, we 
cannot assess if it was identically specified to the one presented in 2006, or if 
the authors had to modify any parameters in order to be able to demonstrate a 
significant risk, similar to how the model published in 2006 was defined 
differently from the one published in 2001.  

The Swedish cohorts 

We also reviewed two studies on Swedish cohorts, partially performed by the 
same researchers (Åkerstedt et al., 2015; Knutsson et al., 2013); the first 
author of either report was also co-author on the other report. 
 
In the first study (Knutsson et al., 2013) they used attained age as a time 
variable for the hazard function, which seems compatible with our a priori. 
Their final model was adjusted for two additional confounders, but many more 
were available in the study as described in their methods (p 173):  
 

The following were potential confounding variables from baseline: (i) 
body mass index (BMI) (continuous); (ii) waist-hip ratio (continuous); (iii) 
educational level dichotomized in two ways: educ1 (coded 1 for university 
or college, coded 0 for lower than university/college education), educ2 
(coded 1 for high school or higher level, coded 0 for lower level than high 
school); (iv) current smoking (current versus not current smoker); (v) ever 
smoker (ever versus never smoker); (vi) menopausal status, and (v) 
treatment with hormones other than oral contraceptives. The variable 
“number of children” was categorized into four categories: 0, 1, 2, ≥3 
children. Alcohol intake was based on the question “On average how 
many alcoholic beverages have you imbibed during the past 12 months? 
Indicate with a cross how often and specify how much.” A new variable 
was calculated that was dichotomized. High level of alcohol intake was 
defined as consumption of alcoholic beverages (beer, wine or liquor) on 
average ≥6 times per week. Low level was defined as less than that.  
 

In the methods we see the following information (p 173): 
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All variables were not kept in the main model because they only marginally 
influenced the HR. Therefore, the final model included only exposure to day/shift 
work, number of children and alcohol intake. 
 

The authors suggest that the fully adjusted model provided only “marginally” 
different HR so they choose to present a model with only two of them 
included. This creates uncertainty of what “marginally” means and increases 
the risk for bias in the estimate; the reported HR of their final model with two 
covariates was significant on the margin (HR=2.02; 95% CI: 1.03–3.95), 
suggesting that even a “marginally” smaller estimate may not have been 
statistically significant. 
 
In the discussion of their findings they introduce additional information on the 
methods used to analyse data, that raises some important questions (p 175): 

 
We tested potential confounding by entering contraceptive pills, other 
hormonal treatment, menopausal status, obesity, number of children, 
smoking (ever and current), alcohol intake, and educational level into 
the analyses. Number of children and frequent alcohol intake 
changed the regression coefficient for shift work, and were therefore 
included in the final model. 
 

They describe an exploratory, data driven approach to select the final model 
and the authors were vague with what they mean with “changed the regression 
coefficient for shift work”, suggesting that the criteria for keeping covariates 
in the model might have been flexible rather than a priori defined. The crude 
model, without the two covariates, did not indicate a significant association 
(RR=1.65; 95% CI: 0.92–2.95); thus, it is evident that the covariates added by 
the authors were necessary for the association to become statistically 
significant. It does not seem like the model adjusted for confounding, as the 
authors suggest; instead, it appears that the covariates added by the authors 
introduced a weak synergistic interaction, or error variance to the estimate, to 
make the association fall above the threshold of statistical significance.  
 
In the discussion quoted above the authors list eight potential confounders. 
Obesity was measured with two different variables (BMI and waist/hip ratio) 
for a minimum of nine potential covariates available to the researchers; if they 
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would describe the full set of covariates that was available to the analyst, it 
would imply a search space of at least 29=512 different models in an 
exploratory analytical approach, assuming that the analyst would have 
accepted any combination of the available covariates in their final model; or at 
least 502 models if a minimum of two covariates had to be included. However, 
the number of potential models is likely to have been larger since there were 
probably also other covariates available in the dataset that may have been 
considered in an explorative analytical process like the one described by the 
authors, and many of the covariates available to the analyst could have been 
tried in different variants. For example, the authors state above that they used 
continuous variables for BMI and waist/hip ratio; however, adjusting for 
obesity is often performed using categories in epidemiological studies. In their 
other study (Åkerstedt et al., 2015) they used four categories (p 2): “Body 
mass index (0=normal weight (>18.5–25 kg/m2 ; reference), 1=underweight 
(≤18.5), 3=overweight (>25–30), 4=obesity (>30)).”; thus, it is quite plausible 
to assume that they may have considered to adjust for obesity using some 
established set of categories in this study too. Number of children is also a 
variable that could be defined in many different ways and the authors settled 
for four categories in their final model, but we have to consider the possibility 
that they would have considered testing it as a binary variable too, like they 
did in their other study (Åkerstedt et al., 2015). Thus, a plausible search space 
is likely to have been in the thousands of models. 
 
The authors also presented a secondary model where they restricted their 
analysis to data before the women reached the age of 60. This model was not 
motivated in the text; it was briefly described in methods and presented 
without any explicit reason for why such a model was fitted. The discussion of 
this finding was also brief and did not elaborate on theoretical motivations; the 
difference between the two estimates was small and far from statistically 
significant, and it is difficult to see how it could be used as evidence for a 
short lag between exposure and cancer and support a causal factor (p 175): 
 

When we included only women <60 years of age, the HR increased 
further for those who had worked shifts with night work. This 
indicates that the lag between exposure and cancer is not very long 
and supports the hypothesis that shifts with night work is a causal 
factor. 
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The second Swedish study (Åkerstedt et al., 2015) did not disclose exactly 
how adjustment for age was performed, but they did appear to have used a 
different method than in the study above. However, they did discuss age in 
their report (p 5): 
 

Our study may have suffered from the high baseline age of 40–60 
years, compared with other studies using the whole adult age range. 
This may have attenuated the association between night work and 
breast cancer. 

 
A baseline age of 40-60 years does not seem problematic in this study; indeed, 
it is almost optimal in order to assess the effect of 20 years of exposure to 
night work since hardly any women under the age of 40 would have 
experienced such long exposures, and it would have been more problematic if 
the women had been younger. It is also difficult to see how there would be any 
attenuation in the estimate; what is more likely to happen is the opposite: if 
women with long night work exposure, who would tend to be older, are 
compared with a reference group with no night work exposure, who would 
tend to be younger, the estimate would become inflated if age was not 
properly adjusted for in the model. 
 
In this study the authors presented a table with descriptive statistics of several 
background factors and potential confounders that were available to the 
analyst (p 3):  
 

Background information is presented in table 1. Night workers were slightly 
younger, had a longer education, had more children, used more tobacco, 
were more overweight, drank more coffee, were less likely to have passed 
their menopause and used hormone therapy less frequently. They did not 
differ in physical activity, alcohol consumption, previous (before interview) 
or new cancer, or time to cancer diagnosis (from the time of the interview). 

 
However, in their final and fully adjusted model, not all of these were included 
and the authors offered no explanation to how the final set of covariates was 
selected. A particularly interesting potential confounder that was missing from 
their final model was called “passed menopause”; it was found to be 
significantly more prevalent in day workers than night workers. Having a later 
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menopause is suggested to be one of the main risk factors for breast cancer 
since it means longer exposure to endogenous sex hormones (Golubnitschaja 
et al., 2016). This covariate, despite being highly significant (p<.001), was not 
discussed further in the report but would likely have reduced the observed 
association if it had been included in the model (p 5): 
 

We tested potential confounding by using measures of use of 
hormones inclusive of contraceptive pills, obesity, having children, 
smoking and educational level. Yet, even if many potential 
confounders have been adjusted for, there may still be others not 
considered in the present study. Among them may be age of first 
exposure to shift work.  
 

The authors state that alcohol was excluded from their main analysis because 
of too much missing data, which seems reasonable; although there were 
methods available in the software used to estimate their models that would 
have provided unbiased estimation on the full dataset with missing data 
(Yuan, 2000). More importantly though, they offered no explanation why 
“passed menopause” or “physical activity” were excluded from the model, and 
they did not motivate their choice to include “previous cancer history” as a 
covariate rather than removing these women from the dataset as part of a 
health screening procedure; the latter seems to be more consistent with their 
approach to censoring, and it seems likely that it was at least also considered 
at some point (p 2): “Censoring events included other cancer diagnosis during 
the follow-up, date of death, or end of follow-up time, whichever came first.”. 
Thus, while most confounders were included in the final model, there is 
unexplained flexibility in how the model was ultimately defined. In the other 
study above they included two covariates from a larger set, and in this study 
the authors excluded at least two covariates from a larger set; while they may 
seem very different, they are both equally represented in a potential 
multidimensional search space and we can use a similar approach to calculate 
an implied search space that would have been available to the analyst. This 
would suggest a search space of at least 210=1,024 available models, assuming 
that they would have accepted any set of covariates in their final model. 
However, we should also consider the possibility that other covariates may 
have been available in the dataset but not reported by the authors, and the 
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potential of testing several different versions of the covariates, similar to what 
was discussed above, which would further expand the available search space.  
 
The authors opted to restrict the dataset to observations before the respondents 
reached the age of 60 in a subgroup analysis. In this study there were only 286 
exposed women and 18 observed cancer cases in the exposed group; the 
number of cases after restricting the data was not disclosed, but would likely 
have been approximately a dozen. This indicates limited statistical power to 
detect a potential true effect in data and as we know from the introduction of 
this thesis, poor statistical power reduces accuracy in the estimate and the 
chance of confirming a true effect; it also increases the risk of making type-1 
errors the times we do observe a significant association (Ingre, 2013). Thus, 
excluding data from the oldest women, likely to have the longest exposures 
and suggested to be at the highest risk of breast cancer, is problematic; a 
researcher looking to test the presence of this association and accurately report 
its magnitude would probably want to keep these observations in the analysis 
to maximize statistical power.  
 
The dataset restriction was done without any theoretical motivation; it was 
simply introduced in the text with a reference to their earlier study (p 3): 
 

The follow-up time was stratified into two groups based on the findings 
of Knutsson et al —group 1: all women aged 59 years old or younger 
at the interview were followed until they turned 60 years old (N=13 
656). Group 2: all women aged 59 years old or younger at the 
interview were followed until the end of follow-up time, that is, 30 Dec 
2010 (N=13 656). 

 
While they suggested in their earlier study that restricting the dataset to 
women under 60 years of age provided evidence of a short lag between 
exposure and cancer incidence, in this study their very brief discussion 
suggested something else (p 5):  
 

Also, Knutsson et al found somewhat stronger results when follow-up 
was restricted to 60 years of age. One might assume that including 
the years after 60 years of age may add many other causes of breast 
cancer, possibly hiding the effect of night work. 
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Thus, the authors did not present any theoretical motivation to why they 
restricted the dataset and they offered two different explanations of the results 
in the two studies; this gives the impression that the methods were arbitrarily 
implemented and that the authors are offering post-hoc explanations to their 
findings.  
 
While the authors also presented non-significant results for the analysis on the 
full group, and mention it briefly in one sentence in the middle of the 
discussion (p 4) “The present results were not significant for the whole group, 
although there was a strong trend, but only for the group followed up until the 
age of 60.”, the main message of the report and the rest of the discussion 
seems to be based on the “significant” estimate they demonstrated in the 
subgroup analysis:  
 

First sentence of discussion: "The results showed a significant association between 
exposure to night work for >20 years and breast cancer in women who were followed up 
to the age of 60 years." 
 
Later in discussion: “Our finding of effects for >20 years of night work exposure on 
breast cancer agrees with the cohort studies by Schernhammer et al, 21 22 and three of the 
four case–control studies that included results for at least 15 years of exposure to night 
work” 
My note: the studies referred to above indicated statistically significant associations.  
 
Later in discussion: “One large (>280 000 participants) recent Dutch study contrasts 
with the impression of an effect of long-term exposure to night work on breast cancer.30 
However, the authors of that study point out several critical limitations.”.  
My note: the Dutch study referred to above did not indicate a statistically significant 
association.  

The Chinese and Dutch cohorts 

Two prospective cohort studies with 2001 and 5720 exposed women did not 
show an increased risk of breast cancer. The Chinese study (Pronk et al., 
2010) was mainly based on a job exposure matrix and lacked individual night 
work exposure data; and thus, was not eligible for this review. However, they 
did present an add-on to the study where they asked for night work exposure 
with a shorter follow up period of 4.4 years; the present discussion concerns 
that part of the study alone. 
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Due to the shorter follow up period, this study only reported 19 cancer cases in 
the exposed group; but that still makes it larger than three out of the four 
studies demonstrating a significant risk of exposure reviewed above. While the 
study was poorly powered, and thus, should be interpreted with caution (Ingre, 
2013), it was not worse than other studies in the field. This study applied a 
stratified analysis based on birth cohorts in five-year intervals that was 
compliant with our a priori defined models. However, this study deviates from 
the other studies by reporting a non-standard exposure of >17 years. This is 
unlikely to have been the author's first choice and suggest that it may have 
been fitted after a more standard exposure had been tested on data. A main 
difference between this study and the others reviewed above is that the 
presented model is somewhat suggestive of a protective effect of exposure 
rather than an increased risk. This association was on the margin of statistical 
significance after adjusting for age but not significant in the fully adjusted 
model. However, the author’s main conclusion did not discuss such a 
possibility and they concluded that no significant association was observed; 
they also presented analyses in text applying the more standard 20 and 30 
years exposure, also showing no effect of exposure. 
 
There were no theoretical motivation for the specific set of confounders used 
in their final model, and they chose to exclude some of the confounders from 
the presented estimate since the full model did not “alter the risk estimates 
meaningfully”; this creates uncertainty in what “meaningful” actually implies; 
and thus, we cannot exclude bias in the presented estimate of the final model 
(p 953): 
 

Presented hazard ratios were adjusted for age, education, family 
history of breast cancer, number of pregnancies, age at first birth, 
and occupational physical activity. Other potential confounders, 
including age at menarche, menopausal status, body mass index, 
calorie intake, and nonoccupational physical activity, were 
examined but were found not to alter the risk estimates meaningfully 
and therefore were not included in the final model.  
 

The authors indicate that 11 potential confounders were evaluated in the 
analytical process, which would suggest a search space of 211=2,048 models 
assuming the authors would have accepted any combination in their final 
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model. If these confounders could also be fitted in two different variants, the 
search space would have been 311≈177K models. 
 
The second study was based on the Dutch Labor Force Surveys and the report 
was co-authored by the first author of the Chinese study discussed above 
(Koppes et al., 2014). The main weakness of this design was that they did not 
measure duration of exposure directly, but used current nightwork exposure in 
combination with job tenure as a proxy for exposure duration to night work.  
 
The dataset included 285723 women in the active work force with complete 
data and no pre-existing breast cancer. However, the number of cancer cases 
observed for regular night workers was quite small (n=117) in relation to the 
size of the group, likely related to the representative sample including many 
younger women with low risk for breast cancer, and the relatively short follow 
up period of approximately 7 years. The number of cancer cases observed in 
the group exposed to 20+ years night work was not reported making it 
difficult to compare the power of the study to others in the field (but see the 
discussion below under statistical power). They observed no increased risk for 
breast cancer in women with current nightwork exposure, even when the 
group was restricted to women with 20+ years tenure in their current night 
work job.   
 
The authors presented a complete analysis of all confounders and a set of fully 
adjusted models for each confounder; thus, this study was unique in that it also 
disclosed the specific contribution to the risk of each confounder. The main 
confounder was age, where women aged 51-64 years showed a 13-fold 
increased risk of breast cancer compared to women under 30. They also 
showed an increased risk of job tenure duration, that, similar to nightwork 
exposure, is inherently associated with age and thus, the association was 
reduced and not significant in the fully adjusted model. In the crude analysis, 
women with regular night work showed a lower risk than daytime workers but 
that association was no longer significant in the fully adjusted model. 
 
They did not use any of the a priori defined models to adjust for age and we 
have assumed that to be an indicator of p-hacking. However, there are reasons 
to believe that it could be a false positive in this case. First of all, the study did 
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not show a significant association; however, his does not mean it was not p-
hacked, since even if p-hacking increases the probability to observe a 
significant estimate, it is not guaranteed. This study was the first study based 
on a nationally representative sample and it was also the largest one published 
on this topic; these methodological advantages would have made it more 
attractive to publish regardless of the significance of the result, reducing the 
incentive for p-hacking. In addition, contrary to all other reviewed studies, 
there did not seem to be an arbitrary selection of covariates in the final model 
since all confounders were included without exception; though, we cannot 
exclude the possibility that other non reported variables were available in the 
dataset and considered for inclusion in the final model. This was also the only 
study reporting a continuous exposure model to try to avoid problems with the 
small number of exposed cases in extreme exposure threshold models, and 
found it to not be significant. 

Adapting the simulations presented in chapter 3 to 
observed primary indicators of p-hacking 
In chapter 3 we defined a general model of p-hacking where models were 
varied in three dimensions to produce a search space of 240 models. We based 
our model on hypothetical studies of night work and breast cancer and 
assumed age to be modelled in eight different variants, exposure to be 
modelled in ten different variants on a dataset with three different age 
restrictions. The analysis of primary p-hacking indicators above was also 
based on these three fundamental dimensions and found some variation in 
published studies with respect to exposure and restricting the dataset; but for 
the age dimension there were little observed variation. To investigate the 
implications of these discrepancies, we revisited the data from the simulations 
in chapter 3 and pulled subsets of simulations that better reflect the observed 
data on these primary indicators. Table 12 below presents the type-1 error 
rates for simulations on medium (n=20k) and small (n=5k) datasets with the 
full search space of 240 models on top for reference and subsets restricting the 
number of age and exposure models below.  
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As shown in table 12, the type-1 error rate for picking the “most significant” 
out of 240 models was 62% on medium (n=20k) samples and 42% on small 
(n=5k) samples based on the simulations presented in chapter 3. When we 
restricted the search space to only include a single model adjusting for age, 
based on a linear term, a polynomial (linear + quadratic terms) model or 
discrete categories based on 5 year age groups, for a total search space of 24 
models, the type-1 error rate dropped to 30% on medium samples and slightly 
less on small samples. Thus, these results indicate that expanding the age 
dimension ten times in a p-hacking strategy doubled the type-1 error rate; but 
they also indicate that even when age is properly adjusted and not allowed to 
vary at all, fitting eight different exposure models on three different dataset 
restrictions for a total search space of 24 models, is sufficient to produce an 
inflated type-1 error rate that is six times above the nominal (~30%). 
 
The findings also indicate an increased type-1 error rate from 30% to 36% 
when all three “proper” models adjusting for age were allowed, for a total 
search space of 72 models. Despite the fact that these three models were all 
assumed a priori to properly adjust for age, they produced enough variance 
between them to noticeably inflate the observed type-1 error rate when the 
analyst was allowed to pick the best one in a p-hacking scenario. This suggests 
that fitting several different models adjusting for age is a viable p-hacking 
strategy that can noticeably increase the chance of demonstrating a significant 
effect in data, even when the models considered by the analyst are among the 
best possible to fit on data, similar to what was observed in the study by 
Schernhammer et al. (2001).  
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Table 12: Summary of simulated p-hacking based on subsets of the search space 
analysed in chapter 3 

Search space   Type-1 error rates 

total age exposure dataset n Bias negative positive any 

240 10 8 3 20k 1.93 16% 48% 62% 

24 linear 8 3 20k 1.11 15% 17% 31% 

24 poly 8 3 20k 1.14 13% 17% 30% 

24 5yr 8 3 20k 1.17 12% 18% 30% 

72 3 8 3 20k 1.25 16% 21% 36% 

9 3 1 3 20k 0.44 5% 6% 11% 

18 3 2 3 20k 0.87 9% 11% 21% 

45 3 5 3 20k 1.19 15% 19% 33% 

         

240 10 8 3 5k 1.57 9% 33% 42% 

24 linear 8 3 5k 1.13 8% 17% 25% 

24 poly 8 3 5k 1.16 9% 17% 26% 

24 5yr 8 3 5k 1.18 8% 18% 26% 

72 3 8 3 5k 1.22 9% 20% 29% 

9 3 1 3 5k 0.44 3% 6% 9% 

18 3 2 3 5k 0.90 3% 12% 15% 

45 3 5 3 5k 1.17 8% 18% 26% 

Note. Table shows bias and type-1 error rates for picking the most “significant” 
estimate available in the search space based on subsets of the data presented in table 
3 in chapter 3. The search space is indicated by the total number of models fitted and 
the number of variants within each dimensions (age, exposure, dataset restriction); 
linear=only a linear model, poly=only a polynomial model (linear + quadratic), 
5yr=only five year groups, were fitted for the age dimension. A search space of three 
age models included linear, polynomial and five year groups. Exposure was 20+ 
years for a single model fitted and added 30+ years when two models were fitted and 
added 10, 15 and 25 years when five models were fitted; eight fitted models for the 
exposure dimension also included median, tertile and quartile models. 
Bias=standardized bias. Dataset restrictions were defined as the full dataset, women 
under 65 and women under 60 years of age. Type-1 error rate is indicated for the 
negative and positive tail separately as well as for any tail. 
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The most restrictive simulation presented in table 12 was based on fitting the 
three best age models on three dataset restrictions for a total search space of 9 
models, to test the hypothesis that 20+ years of exposure was associated with 
breast cancer. In this situation, the type-1 error rate was doubled from the 
nominal with 11% of studies indicating a false significant association on 
medium samples. When we expanded the situation to allow the researcher to 
test both 20+ years and 30+ years of exposure in the same study, the type-1 
error rate doubled again to 21%, indicating a quadrupled type-1 error rate with 
a search space of only 18 models. Expanding our exposure hypothesis to allow 
testing of 10+, 15+, 20+, 25+ and 30+ years of exposure, which seems like a 
reasonable range of models considered in this field of research, brought the 
type-1 error rate up 33% in medium sized studies with a search space of only 
45 models; the positive tail type-1 error rate, describing the probability of 
observing an increased risk for breast cancer, was inflated almost eight times 
above the nominal. Thus, even highly constrained p-hacking on a small search 
space produced type-1 error rates that were inflated several times above the 
nominal. 

Statistical power analysis 
A statistical power analysis can be used to evaluate the veracity of statistical 
tests in published reports. As discussed in the main introduction of this thesis, 
statistical power describes the probability of observing a significant 
association in data when the hypothesis is true, and this also means that poor 
statistical power increases the risk that an observed statistically significant 
association is false. Thus, when making inferences based on statistical tests, 
we want them to have high power, and this is important for all tests, even tests 
that have indicated a statistically significant association. 
 
In order to perform a power analysis we need to have an idea of the true 
magnitude of a potential association. Since any true effect that might exists in 
the population is expected to produce estimates that vary between different 
samples, we cannot just take an estimate from a single study and assume that it 
reflects the true magnitude in the population; a more reliable source are meta-
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There was about 0.1% chance that we would have observed four significant 
studies assuming a slightly optimistic 10% power in the reviewed studies. 
Calculations based on an optimistically assumed power of 20% indicate 1.7% 
chance and even if we would assume an unrealistic 30% power in these 
studies, the chance that four studies would have become significant was only 
7%. These observations suggest that there is large publication bias in this 
field, or that the type-1 error rate has been severely inflated in the published 
studies, to allow for 67% of them to become significant when statistical power 
only allowed for ~10%. In the concluding discussion of this thesis we update 
these calculation assuming an even smaller risk, based on the recent findings 
by Travis et al. (2016), further strengthening the impression of bias in this 
field of research (chapter 8). 

Summary and conclusion 
In the present review, we looked for indicators of p-hacking in meta-analyses 
and prospective cohort studies on the risk of breast cancer in women after 
night work exposure. We defined several indicators a priori: failing to use a 
proper adjustment for age, use of a non-standard exposure definition and 
unmotivated data restrictions. We also performed a more detailed qualitative 
review of the studies to try to assess flexibility in the analytical process that 
could be indicative of p-hacking; as well as a quantitative statistical power 
analysis to assess the veracity of the statistical tests used in the reviewed 
studies, and the probability of the distribution of significant and non 
significant studies observed in the literature. 
 
None of the reviewed meta-analyses explicitly considered p-hacking, although 
one did include several indicators of bias that were directly related to p-
hacking; and we identified six eligible prospective cohort studies for further 
review.  
 
Out of the six reviewed studies, one study did not use any of the a priori 
defined models for adjusting for age, one study did not use a proper exposure 
model and one study did not report the definition of their model for age 
adjustment and restricted their analyses to a subset of all observations without 
theoretical motivation. There are reasons to believe that at least one of these 
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might be a false positive indication of p-hacking and this is further discussed 
in the closing discussion of this thesis. 
 
We updated the simulation estimates presented in chapter 3, and found that 
even highly constrained p-hacking on a small search space, consistent with the 
variation of the primary indicators of p-hacking observed in this review, 
produced type-1 error rates that were inflated several times above the nominal. 
 
A detailed review of the reports showed that all studies except one showed 
considerable flexibility in the analytical process and allowed for the final 
model to be picked from a large pool of available models with an implied 
search space of thousands of estimates, that could have been searched using a 
data driven analytical approach to try to find one estimate that may have fallen 
above the threshold of statistical significance by chance. All studies indicating 
support for an association between night work and breast cancer presented 
estimates that were significant on the very margin, further strengthening the 
impression that the models may have been picked from a large pool of 
available estimates based on their statistical significance.  
 
In addition to the above, we found eight anomalies that seemed more 
consistent with a p-hacking strategy, than with an attempt to accurately report 
the observed associations, in studies reporting increased risks that were 
statistically significant on the margin:  
 

● One study reported estimates using a less precise adjustment for age 
than was available to the researchers.  

● One study weakened their prospective design by mixing in 
retrospective exposure information, when fully prospective estimates 
were available. 

● One study that apparently replicated the design of a previous study 
presented findings from a statistical model with eight unexplained 
differences in how the model was specified. 

● One study described three different ways to partition exposure 
duration categories and three different ways to define exposure, 
indicating an implied search space of at least 3*3=9 general models of 
exposure. 
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● One study briefly described what appears to have been part of an 
apparent p-hacking strategy when trying different confounders. 

● One study described a data driven approach with an implied search 
space of at least 502 models, where adjusting for confounding did not 
reduce the strength of the association, as would be expected, but 
instead increased it so it fell above the threshold for statistical 
significance. 

● One study failed to discuss and include a known confounder in the 
final model that was found to be significantly associated with 
exposure. 

● One study failed to demonstrate a significant association on the full 
dataset but managed to demonstrate a significant association after 
restricting the dataset to a subgroup without a theoretical motivation. 

 
A quantitative power analysis indicated that the studies had ≤10% statistical 
power to detect a potential true effect of plausible size in data. This suggests 
low information value of the statistical results reported in these studies, with a 
high chance that they represent false findings (type-1 errors). The distribution 
of significant and non-significant studies was not consistent with an unbiased 
literature (p≈.001), suggesting large publication bias in this field, or that the 
type-1 error rate was inflated in the published studies, to allow for 67% of the 
studies to report statistically significant findings when statistical power only 
allowed for ~10%. These findings are updated in the concluding discussion of 
this thesis (chapter 8) with estimates from Travis et al. (2016), further 
strengthening the impression of a high risk of bias in this field of research. 
Only one study presented a model with a continuous exposure variable, and it 
indicated no significant risk for breast cancer from exposure to night work. 
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Chapter 6: A systematic review to assess 
p-hacking in studies of job strain and 
coronary heart disease 
 
In chapter 4 we examined how to test the job strain theory on data, and looked 
closer at some of the models that have been proposed in the literature. The 
theory suggests an interaction between job demand and job control causing 
(unresolved) job strain along the diagonal axis, as illustrated in figure 10. This 
interaction was found to be perfectly modelled by the standard multiplicative 
interaction model (MI) illustrated in figure 11. In Karasek’s (1979) original 
publication the standard model failed to support the job strain theory and he 
suggested two alternative models instead; however, a closer inspection found 
them to be flawed (chapter 4). Several “alternative” models have since been 
proposed. We reviewed four such additional models published in the 
literature, all of which were found to be biased with inflated type-1 errors; 
only the standard three parameter multiplicative interaction model (MI) was 
found to properly test the job strain interaction on data (chapter 4). 
 
In chapter 5 we developed a method to examine p-hacking in the published 
literature based on a simple assumption that there are two basic approaches to 
any research question:  
 

● The scientific approach wants to test the hypothesis that an association 
exists and provide an accurate estimate of its magnitude.  

● The p-hacking approach wants to demonstrate a “statistically 
significant” association in data. 

 
While these two approaches are not mutually exclusive (see discussion of p-
hacking vs. statistical power in the main introduction of this thesis), many 
times they present a dividing line between the preferred strategy of a 
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scientifically minded researcher and a p-hacker. For example, when there are 
two different tests of a hypothesis available to the researcher and one is the 
result of applying a method that is superior to the other, a scientifically 
minded researcher would always want to report the result from the superior 
method regardless of the result; but a p-hacking researcher may instead want 
to report the finding that is significant.  
 
We assumed researchers to be reasonably competent and aware of the main 
challenges of accurately estimating the association under investigation. In 
chapter 5 we identified adjustment for age as a main challenge to provide 
accurate estimates; and thus, also a main dividing line between a scientific 
strategy and a p-hacking strategy. In job strain studies this dividing line falls 
naturally between fitting the standard and proper model to test the “job strain” 
interaction or any other “alternative” model  (see chapter 4). Thus the main 
indicator of p-hacking used in this review was the specific model used to test 
the job strain interaction. 

Published meta-analyses on job strain and coronary 
heart disease 
A search for previously published meta-analyses on the association between 
job strain and coronary heart disease yielded four studies including one 
individual participant meta-analysis combining data from previously published 
and unpublished studies. The meta-analyses are summarized below (table 14). 
The summary focuses on the presence of a discussion of potential bias in the 
reported estimate and includes standard sources that are widely recognized, 
such as: confounding in general, bias related to the studied population, 
definition of exposure, study design and publication bias; but we also added p-
hacking and any other (methodological) biases that may have been considered 
in the review. The most interesting domain in job strain studies is how 
exposure was defined. In chapter 5, exposure was a simple measure of years 
exposed, but in job strain models exposure is a bit more complex. Exposure to 
job strain has been proposed to be a unique phenomenon that is not explained 
by either job demand or job control, hence the term “job strain”; and the 
uniqueness comes from an interaction between job demand and job control. 
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As shown in chapter 4, testing this hypothesis is straightforward using the 
standard model (MI); however, several “alternative” ways to test this 
interaction has been proposed in the literature, that were all found to be 
susceptible to bias. While the specific model fitted is technically part of the 
exposure definition, due to the strong implications of bias from these 
“alternative” models, we separated the presence of a discussion related to the 
specific model from other exposure related biases and put it into a category of 
its own. Exposure in table 14 refer to other aspects such as the specific scales 
used to measure job demand and job control, the number of items and how it 
was operationalized or transformed (e.g. continuous or median split).  
 

Table 14: Summary of bias discussions in published meta-analyses 

  Bias considerations  

Publication K Con Pop Pub Exp Des Mod P-hack Other Evidence 

(Kivimäki et al., 
2006) 14 x x x x x - - x medium 

(Kivimäki et al., 
2012) 13 x x x x x - - x medium 

(Kivimäki et al., 
2014) 26 - - - x x - - x strong 

(Xu et al., 2015) 14 x x x x x x - x medium 

K=number of reviewed cohorts, Con=confounding (in general), Pop=Bias related to the studied 
population sample, Mod=bias related to the specific model fitted. P-hack=p-hacking bias in 
general, Pub=publication bias. Exp=definition of exposure, Des=bias related to the design, 
Evidence=describes the authors general assessment of the evidence supporting an association 
where "strong" suggests the presence of an association with little doubt, "medium" suggests a 
likely association with some reservations, "weak" suggests a possible association with several 
reservations and "none" suggests that there is no or insufficient evidence supporting the presence 
of an association. X=indicates the presence of a discussion of bias related to the findings in the 
report. 

 
A striking observation in table 14 (above) is that three out of four meta-
analyses were performed by the same first author. The three studies present 
three different kinds of meta-analyses at different points in time; the first is a 
traditional meta-analysis based on summary estimates of published studies 
(Mika Kivimäki et al., 2006), the second is an individual participant data 
meta-analysis of select published and unpublished cohorts (Kivimäki et al., 
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2012) and the third is a cumulative meta-analysis of published studies 
(Kivimäki et al., 2014). All these studies suggest medium to strong evidence 
for the association between job strain and coronary heart disease, but none of 
them considered bias from p-hacking in general or from the specific model 
tested. It is not clear how estimates from the different model formulations 
observed in the literature were combined, and we have to assume that the 
authors simply treated all estimates the same. There is also no information 
about how the authors treated studies that may have reported findings from 
more than one model; thus, we cannot exclude the possibility that the authors 
took the largest reported estimate in each study, amplifying any biases that 
may already have been present. 
 
The discussion of bias in the first meta-analysis (Kivimäki et al., 2006) had a 
clear direction summarized as (p 438): “Third, bias and measurement error 
may have contributed to false negative results.”. Thus, the authors seemed 
more concerned over the fact that not all studies were able to demonstrate 
significant associations than the potential for bias explaining the ones that 
were significant. They did briefly acknowledge the risk for type-1 errors, 
potential confounding from unmeasured risk factors, and publication bias, but 
concluded that there was little evidence it may have affected their findings.  
 
The second meta-analysis (Kivimäki et al., 2012) was based on individual 
participant data and had the advantage that a single model could be fitted 
across all included datasets, reducing the bias that is expected from overfitting 
individual models in each study. However, the model they choose to report 
was based on a composite variable model, and fitted a binary job strain 
exposure without including the main effects. The authors provided no 
theoretical justification why they chose this particular model over the standard 
model to test the interaction, and did not discuss any bias implications of 
fitting this specific model. They simply stated (p 1493): “We modelled job 
strain as a binary exposure (strain vs no strain).” This is unfortunate, since as 
shown in chapter 4, this particular model (MB) is susceptible to bias (Brambor 
et al., 2006) that is large enough to fully explain the reported findings (Ingre, 
2015a). In this meta-analysis, they found evidence for publication bias, 
indicating that published studies showed an almost threefold inflation in the 
observed estimate; however, the authors still proceeded with the main estimate 
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without any adjustments and used it to calculate the population attributable 
risk of coronary heart disease. 
 
The third meta-analysis (Kivimäki et al., 2014) was published in a short 
format and thus, lacked many details that we would expect in longer reports. 
Contrary to the findings presented in chapter 4, where flexibility in the 
analysis of data was shown to increase the risk for bias in reported estimates 
that could inflate type-1 error rates, they suggest that (p 464): “The 
proliferation of instruments, together with a lack of agreement on a single 
gold standard assessment, has been claimed to underestimate the real effects 
of job strain by biasing the results toward the null.”. Thus, it is clear that these 
authors did not recognize potential bias from flexibility in the analytical 
process, the many “alternative” models proposed in the literature, or from p-
hacking in general. In addition, they presented a cumulative meta-analysis 
where findings from individual studies had been suppressed in favour of 
pooled cumulative estimates. The benefit of this approach is questionable 
since the final point and precision estimates are the same as in a traditional 
meta-analysis; but the drawbacks are substantial: individual point and 
precision estimates from the included studies are not disclosed and it is not 
possible to identify outliers in data or to assess each study's relative 
importance by examination of a forest plot; in addition, the plotted data is 
smoothed and time trends are difficult to assess. In this study there was almost 
no discussion about bias; instead the authors emphasised consistency in their 
findings, arguing for strong support for the job strain theory and proposed that 
(p 464) “it does mean that we will not learn anything new from more studies 
conducted in the same manner.” 
 
The fourth and most recent meta-analysis was published by other authors (Xu 
et al., 2015) and separates itself from the earlier ones by paying attention to 
the specific model fitted in each individual study. However, their analysis does 
not seem to be based on a theoretical understanding of these models (p 5):  
 

Prior studies generally suggested that active or passive jobs did not contribute 
to the risk of CVD, and they thus received much less attention than high-strain 
jobs (9,22). Several meta-analyses, which defined job strain as a binary 
exposure model (high strain versus no strain [all other combinations]), 
suggested that individuals exposed to job strain had a significantly higher risk of 
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CHD (32 – 34). However, in the present study we used the typical exposure 
model (high strain, active, or passive vs. low strain) to define work stress and 
found that passive jobs were also associated with an increased risk of CHD, 
especially in studies with a follow-up duration of longer than 10 years. 
Therefore, we suggest that active, passive, and low-strain jobs could not be 
combined as “no strain,” and that binary exposure classification of job strain 
may have underestimated the RR of high strain in prior studies.  
 

Their analysis focuses on what is called the independent quadrant model (MQ) 
in chapter 4. They found that “passive jobs” did increase the observed risk and 
were concerned that the binary job strain model (MB) would therefore 
underestimate the true risk. However, as we showed in chapter 4, the estimate 
for the “passive” quadrant is identical to the main effect of  “job control” in 
the proper interaction model (MI); and it provides a mechanism for bias in any 
model that does not include the main effects, such as the binary job strain 
model (MB) and the independent quadrant model (MQ), with the largest 
magnitude of bias in the latter. Thus, Xu et al (2015) did not identify the 
model with least bias, but rather the opposite: by basing their 
recommendations on the model found to demonstrate the largest risk, they are 
pointing towards the model with the largest bias. 

Literature search of individual studies 
We started our search for studies with the 24 that was included in previous 
meta-analyses, and performed an additional search in the PubMed database, 
which added 27 more studies after reviewing the abstract. A total of 51 studies 
were reviewed in full. 23 studies were excluded since they were part of 
another publication (n=7), did not include the job strain model or used indirect 
measures of job strain (n=8), were based on clinical groups (n=3), one study 
was a meta study without any empirical data and one was only available in 
Chinese but did not seem to include the job strain model (n=2), leaving 17 
studies that were further analysed to asses the risk of p-hacking. The search is 
summarized in figure 14 below and full documentation is available in 
appendix. 
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study by Theorell et al (Theorell et al., 1998) was excluded because it was a 
case-control study. 
 
In table 15 (below), we have expanded our interpretation of the model 
proposed by Johnson et al. to include any attempt to fit multiple factors 
without adjusting for the main effects. This includes Johnson el al’s (1989) 
approach of combining job demand, job control and social support into a 
single variable but also one study that added other “stressors” to the job strain 
estimate (Szerencsi, van Amelsvoort, Prins, & Kant, 2014) and one study 
presenting an incomplete factorial model with partial adjustment without 
including the main effects (André-Petersson, Engström, Hedblad, Janzon, & 
Rosvall, 2007).  
 
The most popular models reported in this literature was the independent 
quadrant model (MQ) reported by 12 studies, followed by the binary job strain 
model (MB) reported by 5 studies. However, a striking observation was that 
not a single study reported the proper model to test the job interaction (MI), 
and that only two studies fitted both job demand and job control in the same 
model to evaluate a potential additive effect (MA). Thus, all reviewed studies 
on job strain and coronary heart disease used an “alternative” approach to 
estimate the interaction that did not include the main effects. Support for a job 
strain association was indicated in six of these studies.  
 
The full list of studies reviewed here was: (Johnson et al., 1989; Kivimäki et al., 2002), 
(Demiral et al., 2006; Eaker, Sullivan, Kelly-Hayes, D’Agostino, & Benjamin, 2004; Kuper, 
Adami, Theorell, & Weiderpass, 2006; Lee, Colditz, Berkman, & Kawachi, 2002), (André-
Petersson et al., 2007; Netterstrøm, Kristensen, & Sjøl, 2006; Tsutsumi, Kayaba, Hirokawa, 
Ishikawa, & Jichi Medical School Cohort Study Group, 2006), (Bonde et al., 2009; Kivimäki et 
al., 2012; Netterstrøm, Kristensen, Jensen, & Schnor, 2010), (Padyab, Blomstedt, & Norberg, 
2014; Schiöler, Söderberg, Rosengren, Järvholm, & Torén, 2015; Slopen et al., 2012; Szerencsi 
et al., 2014; Torén et al., 2014)  
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Table 15: Summary of reported models on studies of job strain and coronary heart disease (CHD)  

    “job strain” estimate    

Study label n Events Outcome MJ MB MQ MA MI Note Sup 

Johnson1989 7219 407 CVD x - - - -  Yes 

Kivimäki2002 812 73 CVDm  x - - -  Yes 

Lee2002 35038 146 CHD - - x - - females No 

Eaker2004 1328 31 CHD - - x - - females No 

Eaker2004 1711 118 CHD - - x - - males No 

Demiral2006 450 36 CHD - x - - - males No 

Kuper2006 19565 89 IHD - - x - - 
Females full 
time work No 

Kuper2006 15972 55 IHD - - x - - 
Females part-
time work No 

Netterstrøm2006 659 47 IHD - - x x -  Yes 

Tsutsumi2006 3178 35 CVDm - - x - -  No  

André-Petersson2007 3063 114 MI x - x - - males No 

André-Petersson2007 4707 38 MI x - x - - females No 

Bonde2009 18258 101 IHD - x - - -  No 

Netterstrøm2010 595 34 IHD - - x - - females No 

Netterstrøm2010 551 70 IHD - - x - - males No 

Kivimäki2012 197473 2358 CHD - x x - -  Yes 

Slopen2012 22086 170 MI - - x - - females Yes 

Padyab2014 36668 454 CVDm - - - x - males No 

Padyab2014 38320 141 CVDm - - - x - females No 

Szerencsi2014 11489 309 CVD x - - - -  No 

Torén2014 6070 1052 CHD - - x - - males Yes 

Schiöler2015 75236 1884 CHD - - x - - males No 

The table shows analytical models used to estimate job strain in the 17 studies (See discussion in chapter 4 
for a complete description of these models) together with total number of participants, number of CHD 
events and outcome variable, separately for all cohorts. CHD=coronary heart disease. 
CVD=cardiovascular disease. IHD=incident heart disease. MI=myocardial infarction. m=mortality. 
Sup=indicates if the study supported the presence of a job strain association. 
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Summary and conclusion 
In chapter 4 we discussed the standard model to estimate an interaction (MI) 
and evaluated several alternative approaches proposed in the job strain 
literature. We found that all reviewed alternatives were flawed, susceptible to 
bias and inflated type-1 error rates; thus, there is no reason to deviate from the 
standard model to estimate the job strain interaction, unless a researcher wants 
to exploit the bias and inflated type- error rate that is inherent in these models 
in a p-hacking strategy. For that reason, we considered reporting any of the 
flawed models as a primary indicator of p-hacking in this review. However, 
the fact that only six studies out of seventeen argued support for the job strain 
model suggest that the these models were not only reported because they were 
“statistically significant”. The reason why the authors picked one of these 
models when they were not significant, instead of the proper models, is 
unclear, but likely reflects an ambition to replicate established methods that 
has become the norm in this field of research. This is further discussed in the 
concluding discussion of this thesis (chapter 8). 
 
We found four meta-analyses published on job strain and coronary heart 
disease, and none of these considered bias from p-hacking. Only one of them 
paid attention to how the job strain interaction was evaluated; however, they 
did not seem to have a theoretical understanding of these models and based 
their recommendations on the model able to provide the largest estimate of 
risk (MQ), which incidentally also was the model with the largest bias and 
type-1 error rate, and thus, the model most likely to be picked in a p-hacking 
strategy.  
 
A systematic review of all 17 eligible studies showed that the most biased 
model (MQ) was also the one reported by most studies (n=12), and that none 
of the studies reported the proper standard interaction model (MI) to test the 
job strain interaction, indicating strong evidence of bias in this field of 
research.  
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Chapter 7: A bias-adjusted meta-
analysis of the association between job-
strain and coronary heart disease 
 
In chapter 6 we performed a systematic review of studies estimating the 
association between job strain and coronary heart disease, and found that none 
of the reviewed studies used the proper model to test the job strain interaction 
(MI). We also reviewed all published meta-analyses on this association and 
found that two out of four did not consider the specific model used to estimate 
the interaction; of the other two published at the time of this review, one used 
the binary job strain model (MB) and one used the independent quadrant 
model (MQ) to evaluate the interaction; both these models were found to be 
biased with inflated type-1 error rates in our theoretical analysis and 
simulation study presented in chapter 4. Thus, there are strong reasons to 
believe that all published meta-analyses to date are biased and may have 
arrived at the wrong conclusion, since they did not properly adjust for the 
inherent bias in the estimates they were based on.  
 
In chapter 4 we showed that the independent quadrant model (MQ) is 
equivalent to the proper interaction model (MI) but uses a different 
parameterization that makes the estimate of the job strain quadrant biased. 
However, since it is an equivalent model, all the information needed to 
properly adjust the estimate is available in the reports. In the present study, we 
use this information to provide an “unbiased” estimate of the job strain 
interaction, similar to what was done by Ingre (2015a) on the results from one 
meta-analysis. 
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The consequence of bias in published reports 
As we know from the analysis in chapter 4, the “job strain” interaction as it is 
estimated with the independent quadrant model (MQ) is biased, since it does 
not adjust for the main effects of job demand and job control, and these main 
effects are equivalent to the estimates of the passive + active quadrants. Thus, 
to get an unbiased estimate of the interaction term we need to remove the 
observed association from the active and passive quadrant from the job strain 
estimate in MQ. The variance of the interaction is also underestimated in these 
models, but is well approximated by adding the observed variances of the two 
main effects, and in the case of median split models such as the ones we are 
analysing here, this approximation is exact (see the appendix for simulations 
demonstrating this). Note that this is slightly different from the estimates 
presented by Ingre (2015), where the variance of the interaction term was 
approximated from the reported job strain estimate, which is too small to 
reflect the true variance of the interaction in data and therefore provides a 
slightly biased test with an inflated type-1 error rate (despite that, Ingre did not 
find the interaction to be significant). 
 
One way to illustrate how the inherent bias in these models may affect 
statistical inference is presented in figure 15. The figure is based on the 
independent quadrant model (MQ) presented in the supplemental appendix of 
the report of a large individual participant meta-analyses by the IPD-work 
consortium, a collaborative effort by an international team of 46 researchers, 
published in The Lancet (Kivimäki et al., 2012). The figure illustrates the 
naive NULL hypothesis as it is interpreted at face value by the authors, but 
also a bias adjusted NULL hypothesis where the mean and variance has been 
adjusted to account for the missing main effects.  
 
A naive test, based on interpreting the reported estimate without any 
adjustments for bias, would accept all observations that fall above the naive 
critical threshold as statistically significant; and as we can see, this threshold is 
lower than the bias-adjusted critical threshold. This leads to an inflated type-1 
error rate of approximately 62% due bias from the missing main effects of job 
demand and job control in this relatively large study. Smaller studies would 
have a larger variance and also smaller type-1 error rates. However, several 
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large studies have failed to confirm an association between job demand and 
coronary heart disease in data, and only indicated an association with job 
control; if that would be a correct representation of reality, the observed (and 
non-significant) association on job demand would only represent a random 
deviation around NULL and thus, would not contribute to bias in these studies 
and would therefore not generally inflate the type-1 error rate. If we can safely 
assume a NULL association for demand in the population and that only job 
control contributes to bias, the adjustment would be smaller and the expected 
type-1 error rate of the job strain interaction in this study would be 
approximately 37%. If both job control and job demand could be assumed to 
be zero, only the increased variance would contribute to bias giving a type-1 
error rate of ~ 10%. 
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Since we had estimates from both individual studies and a meta-analysis we 
performed a three-level meta-analysis in two steps. First, we performed 
random effects meta-analyses on the level 1 data reported on the individual 
cohorts in each study; in the second step we performed a meta-analysis on the 
level 2 summary estimates from the previous meta-analysis together with 
estimates reported by Kivimäki et al (2012). The results on the proposed job 
strain interaction (high job demand X low job control) are presented in figure 
16 and indicate no significant association (RR=1.00; 95% CI: 0.88--1.14). The 
main effects are presented in figure 17 and show no significant association for 
job demand (RR=1.03; 95% CI: 0.97--1.11) but did confirm a significant 
association for low job control (RR=1.11; 95% CI: 1.03--1.20). 
 
Excluding the estimates from the additive model reported by Padyab et al. 
(2014) so that all estimates in the meta-analysis were obtained from the 
independent quadrant model, confirmed the above analyses of a non 
significant association for high job demand (RR=1.06; 95% CI: 0.99--1.14) 
and a significant association for low job control (RR=1.12; 95% CI: 1.04--
1.22). A secondary analysis on estimates adjusted only for sex and age 
indicated no significant association for the job strain interaction (RR=1.01; 
95% CI: 0.91--1.13) but suggested a risk on the margin for high job demand 
(RR=1.07; 95% CI: 1.00--1.15) and confirmed the significant association 
observed above on low job control (RR=1.13; 95% CI: 1.04--1.23).  
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model (MI) but from the analysis above it seems it was not significant in any 
of the studies (even by chance), which seems to be a likely explanation to why 
this estimate was missing from all published reports; we would expect all 
researchers to fit this model, since it is the proper model to test the presence of 
a job strain interaction; however, in the presence of p-hacking and publication 
bias, we would not expect it to be reported unless it was found to be 
significant. 
 
The estimate that was most likely to be interpreted by the authors, and thus, 
also a main candidate for selective reporting and publication bias, was the 
naive job strain estimate from the independent quadrant model (MQ) that was 
not adjusted for the main effects. We did not observe any strong evidence of 
publication bias on this estimate (figure 18) with a non-significant regression 
test for funnel plot asymmetry (p=0.78); however, trim and fill (Duval & 
Tweedie, 2000) imputed two “missing” studies that indicated protective 
estimates, suggesting that estimates indicating an increased risk might have 
been overrepresented in the reviewed studies which is consistent with our a 
priori. A meta-analysis on this estimate indicated a significant association 
even with the “missing” studies imputed. However, this estimate was still 
biased as indicated by the difference in observed risk from the proper 
interaction term reported above (figure 16). 
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To perform a power analysis, we need to have some idea of the size of a 
potential association in data. In chapter 5 we used published meta-analyses on 
the association between night work and breast cancer as a plausible but 
optimistic estimate of a potential true effect in data. In the present study, we 
cannot assume estimates from prior meta-analyses to represent a true effect in 
data, since they were all based on biased models that did not include the main 
effects. Instead, we have to assume that any potential true effect in the 
population is likely to be substantially smaller. The two latest published meta-
analyses suggest RR=1.26 for the independent quadrant model (Xu et al., 
2015) and RR=1.23 for the binary job strain model or RR=1.28 for the 
independent quadrant model (Kivimäki et al., 2012), but our own larger meta-
analysis presented above indicated a risk at unity (RR=1.00) using the proper 
interaction model (MI).  
 
However, a power analysis can still be informative because it provides a 
general assessment of a study's ability to detect plausible risks in the 
population. If a study cannot reliably detect risks in a plausible range, the 
findings they produce will be skewed towards type-1 errors and thus, any 
finding should be interpreted with caution. And if studies have poor power, 
they are also likely to produce inflated estimates of the observed association in 
the presence of publication bias (Yarkoni, 2009).  
 
Table 16 presents a power analysis assessing the individual studies’ ability to 
detect a small (RR=1.1) or a large (RR=1.2) risk in data. Median power was 
estimated at 5% for the small and 10% for the large effect size on the two 
main effects while the interaction was only estimated at 4% and 6% 
respectively. As we illustrated in the introduction (see box 1), studies with 
such poor power have almost no information value on their own, even when 
they report statistically significant associations, but can contribute valuable 
information in meta-analyses if they can be assessed without bias. 
 
The meta-analysis itself had good power with ~100% chance to detect the 
large magnitude and 70%--79% to detect the smaller magnitude on the main 
effects. The analysis indicates that if a true job strain interaction of RR=1.2 
had existed in the population, we would have found the interaction to be 
significant 79% of the time but only 30% of the time assuming RR=1.1. 
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However, we should keep in mind that these estimates assumes zero 
publication bias and p-hacking; and since we don’t believe that to be a 
plausible assumption, the estimates should be considered conservative; we 
would likely have detected these effects with a higher chance due to the extra 
help from bias that is expected from p-hacking and selective reporting 
favouring statistically significant observations.  
 
Table 16: Power analysis based on normal approximation using the observed variance 

 Job demand  Job control  
Job demand X job 

control 

Cohorts RR=1.1 RR=1.2  RR=1.1 RR=1.2  RR=1.1 RR=1.2 

Andre-Petersson2007(f) 4% 6%  4% 6%  3% 4% 

Andre-Petersson2007(m) 6% 12%  5% 10%  4% 7% 

Eaker2004(f) 4% 5%  4% 5%  3% 4% 

Eaker2004(m) 6% 11%  6% 12%  5% 8% 

Kivimaki2012 35% 86%  32% 82%  19% 55% 

Kuper2006(f-full-time) 5% 9%  5% 7%  4% 6% 

Kuper2006(f-part-time) 4% 6%  4% 6%  3% 5% 

Lee2002(f) 5% 10%  6% 12%  5% 8% 

Netterstrom2006 4% 6%  4% 5%  3% 4% 

Netterstrom2010(f) 3% 4%  3% 4%  3% 4% 

Netterstrom2010(m) 4% 6%  4% 7%  4% 5% 

Schioler2015(m) 39% 90%  23% 65%  17% 47% 

Slopen2012(f) 5% 10%  6% 12%  5% 8% 

Toren2014(m) 12% 31%  12% 32%  8% 18% 

Tsutsumi2006(m) 4% 5%  4% 5%  3% 4% 

Padyab2014(m) 12% 32%  12% 33%  - - 

Padyab2014(f) 6% 12%  6% 12%  - - 

Median 5% 10%  5% 10%  4% 6% 

Meta-analysis 79% 100%  70% 100%  30% 79% 

Note. Statistical power for all cohorts present in the meta-analysis and for the meta-
analysis itself assuming the potential presence of a small (RR=1.1) and large (RR=1.2) 
true risk in the population based on the observed variance using equation 6 in the 
methods section. 
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Summary and conclusion 
In this meta-analysis we included all studies from our review in chapter 6 that 
had reported the independent quadrant model (MQ), as well as one study that 
reported the additive model (MA); and we recalculated the estimates to 
represent the proper interaction model (MI), in order to evaluate an unbiased 
estimate of the job strain interaction together with the main effects of high job 
demand and low job control. This resulted in 29 cohorts extracted from 11 
published studies and one individual participant data meta-analysis of both 
previously published and unpublished data, with a total of 462,220 subjects 
and 6,836 CHD events; and this is the largest meta-analysis investigating the 
association between job strain and coronary heart disease published to date.  
 
The findings indicated no support for the job strain theory; the risk for 
coronary heart disease was estimated at unity for the job strain interaction 
(RR=1.00; 95% CI: 0.88--1.14). No significant association was observed for 
high job demand (RR=1.03; 95% CI: 0.97--1.11) but there was a significant 
association observed for low job control (RR=1.11; 95% CI: 1.03--1.20) 
creating a mechanism for bias in all composite variable models that did not 
include the main effects (see chapter 4). 
 
There were no strong indications of publication bias; however, statistical 
power was poor in the individual studies with a median of 4-10% for assumed 
true risks in the population of RR=1.1--1.2, and only 2 cohorts showed >10% 
to detect a significant job strain interaction, indicating low information value 
in the individual studies, even if they would report statistically significant 
associations and could be assumed to have zero bias from p-hacking and 
selective publication. The meta-analysis itself had good power at 70%--100% 
for the larger assumed risk of RR=1.2, but only 30% to detect an assumed 
interaction of RR=1.1.   
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Chapter 8: Discussion 
The present thesis aimed to describe the implications of p-hacking based on 
two specific examples of research published in the scientific literature. The 
discussion starts by summarizing the findings presented in chapters 3-7 and 
then covers the following topics: 
 

● A priori and main limitations of this thesis 
● Personal bias and generalizability of findings 
● Implications of p-hacking in the reviewed research 
● The normalisation of pseudoscientific methods 
● Hypothesis: P-hacking is a key mechanism that facilitates, promotes 

and maintains a pseudo-scientific culture in academic research 
● How to protect academic research from pseudoscience 
● Concluding remarks 

 
In chapter 3, we illustrated the implications of p-hacking by means of Monte 
Carlo simulations using a specific example based on the association between 
nightwork and breast cancer in women. The main analysis modelled a scenario 
with a search space of 240 models, by varying the definition of age, exposure 
and subgroup analyses, and indicated a type-1 error rate of 62% on medium 
size samples (N=20000).  
 
A general model and mathematical framework to predict the expected bias 
from p-hacking was developed, which separates confounding from within-
study variance that results from p-hacking. This model was summarized in an 
equation (equation 9) and a set of parameters estimated from the simulated 
data to define medium, low and minimal p-hacking, and can be used for a 
priori defined protected inferences (Ingre, 2013) of any published finding, 
under explicit assumptions of various levels of p-hacking and confounding. 
 
The p-hacking model indicated close to 100% chance of demonstrating a false 
positive association in larger samples, assuming medium bias from residual 
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confounding as the result of p-hacking. The results also showed that even 
minimal p-hacking results in substantial bias and indicated an expected 
observed risk in the range RR=1.1--1.4 depending on study size, which 
threatens the validity of inferences from any study or meta-analysis with 
observed confidence intervals that cannot exclude such risks, if they cannot 
guarantee the absence of minimal p-hacking. 
 
In chapter 4, we took a closer look at the job strain model and found that the 
hypothesized demand by control interaction was not supported in the original 
publication (Karasek, 1979). Karasek did not accept these findings and 
developed two alternative but flawed models instead, describing what appears 
to have been the first documented p-hacking approach in this field of research. 
Several “alternative” models to test the proposed interaction have since then 
been proposed in the literature, and they were all found to be biased due to 
fitting a single parameter composite variable and not including main effects. 
Monte Carlo simulations indicated type-1 error rates in the range 8%--62% 
due to inherent bias depending on sample size and the specific model fitted, 
assuming a true effect of low job control at RR=1.19 as suggested by Ingre 
(2015). When five models were fitted in the same study to mimic a simple p-
hacking strategy, positive tail type-1 error rates were observed in the range 
22%--69% depending on sample size, and when different variations of the two 
scales for job demand and job control were systematically considered, type-1 
error rates were observed in the range 54%--99%. 
 
In chapter 5, we reviewed the literature on prospective cohort studies of the 
association between night work and breast cancer in women. We found that 
four out of six studies reported associations that were statistically significant 
on the margin; a statistical power analysis suggested that power was poor 
(≤10%) assuming a plausible potential true effect of RR=1.1, indicating low 
information value of the studies (see the main introduction in chapter 1) and 
that “statistically significant” findings were overrepresented in the literature 
(p≈.001) suggesting the presence of p-hacking or publication bias. A detailed 
review of the reports showed that all studies except one indicated considerable 
flexibility in the analytical process, and allowed for the final model to be 
picked from a large pool of available models, with an implied search space of 
thousands of estimates; and we identified eight distinct anomalies in the 
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reviewed reports that were more consistent with a p-hacking strategy than with 
an attempt to accurately report the observed association. These conclusions are 
updated in the discussion below in light of new data reported by Travis et al. 
(2016). 
 
Chapter 6 reported a systematic review of studies on job strain and coronary 
heart disease which showed that none of the 17 reviewed studies reported 
estimates from the proper model to test the hypothesized interaction; most 
studies reported a single parameter composite variable model that we found to 
be biased with inflated type-1 error rates in chapter 4. 
 
In chapter 7, we performed a bias-adjusted meta-analysis on the association 
between job strain and coronary heart disease with a total of 462,220 subjects 
and 6,836 CHD events, and we observed no support for the job strain 
interaction (RR=1.00; 95% CI: 0.88--1.14). In addition, we did not find an 
increased risk for high job demand (RR=1.03; 95% CI: 0.97--1.11) but we did 
confirm previously reported risks for low job control (RR=1.11; 95% CI: 
1.03--1.20). These findings contradict the established knowledge in this field 
and question the validity of the individual studies, as well as the four 
previously published meta-analyses on this association. 
 
Some of the specific observations made here could be used to argue evidence 
for high risk of p-hacking and publication bias in the reviewed literature, to 
readers who did not want to accept the a priori assumptions of this thesis (see 
discussion below and the concluding remarks):  
 

● None of the 17 reviewed studies on job strain and coronary heart 
disease reported the proper estimate of the job strain interaction 
(chapter 6) and our analysis showed that the proper estimate would 
not have been statistically significant in any of the studies (chapter 7). 

● One study described a data driven approach with an implied search 
space of at least 502 models, where adjusting for confounding did not 
reduce the strength of the association, as would be expected, but 
instead increased its strength so it fell above the threshold for 
statistical significance (chapter 5). 
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● One study was based on a speculative and marginally significant 
estimate after arbitrarily restricting the analysis to a subgroup, when 
estimates on the full group were available and indicated a non-
significant association (chapter 5). 

● Statistical power analyses on research into night work and breast 
cancer indicated that statistically significant findings were over-
represented in the literature (p≈.001) suggesting the presence of bias 
from p-hacking or selective publishing of significant findings (chapter 
5). 

A priori and main limitations of this thesis 

In the present thesis we made two explicit a priori assumptions about 
published research: we assumed that academic researchers were p-hacking and 
that the literature was affected by publication bias. However, the most 
important a priori in this thesis was Bayes’ theorem: it was used to motivate 
the assumption that the literature is biased, and to improve inferences from 
data above what is possible from only looking at p-values and confidence 
intervals, by including statistical power to evaluate a specific tests veracity 
and by considering different prior probabilities of the tested hypotheses. 
 
Of the three explicit a priori assumptions made here, only Bayes’ theorem 
qualifies as necessarily true. The other two assumptions are not strictly a 
priori, but were informed by observations; thus, these assumptions can be 
challenged by questioning the validity of these observations, and as such, this 
thesis offers an advantage over research that does not explicitly define a priori 
assumptions but may still rely on several (implicit) assumptions when making 
inferences. For example, a common approach to publication bias in the 
scientific literature is to (implicitly) assume the absence of bias unless 
evidence is observed to the contrary. This approach was used by 9 out of 10 
meta-analyses reviewed in chapters 5 & 6. These meta-analyses did apply a 
statistical tests for publication bias; however, as discussed in the introduction 
of this thesis, such tests have poor power to detect the presence of publication 
bias in typical meta-analyses that may be based on only a dozen or so 
observations, and the test may not work as intended in the presence of p-
hacking. Researchers evaluating publication bias using such tests are likely to 
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make type-2 errors and conclude that no publication bias was present even 
when this is not true. Also, no statistical test for publication bias exists when 
only a single study is available; and a single study would therefore (implicitly) 
be assumed to be unaffected by publication bias, which is obviously not 
necessarily true; but rather, as motivated below, likely to be false. When 
taking the (implicit) a priori position that no bias exists, unless you observe 
evidence to the contrary, you are likely to underestimate bias in the literature 
and this leads to accepting too many hypotheses that are false and to 
exaggerating the size of any actual associations. In addition, when such 
assumptions are implicit, they are not transparent to the reader and cannot 
easily be challenged. 
 
The assumption that the scientific literature is biased is based on a long series 
of observations indicating that the vast majority of published research findings 
are positive and supporting the authors’ hypothesis (Fanelli, 2010; Sterling et 
al., 1995; Sterling, 1959). As discussed in the introduction of this thesis, these 
observations are only compatible with a narrow range of priors and statistical 
powers that does not seem to be plausible even when evaluated in isolation. 
Another set of observations that strengthen this conclusion is that findings 
published in the literature have a poorer reproducibility rate  (Begley & Ellis, 
2012; Open Science Collaboration, 2015; Prinz et al., 2011) than would be 
expected from an unbiased literature (Ingre, 2016). The final piece of 
information that corroborates this assumption is empirical observations of 
statistical power in several different scientific fields, indicating that power was 
too poor to explain the high proportion of positive findings in the literature, 
even under the implausible assumption that all hypotheses tested by the 
researchers were true a priori (Button et al., 2013; Dumas-Mallet et al., 2017; 
Ioannidis, 2011). The details of these arguments are developed in the 
introduction of this thesis and offer strong support for assuming a priori that 
the literature is biased and that a large proportion of observed negative 
evidence has been suppressed from publication. 
 
The argument for assuming the presence of p-hacking a priori is more 
involved. As discussed in the introduction of this thesis: p-hacking is a 
behaviour that leads to a special case of publication bias where most 
observations that do not support, or are inconsistent with, the author’s main 
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ideas, are suppressed from publication. This results in bias in reported results 
that can completely invalidate any reported findings. In the present thesis, we 
take the position that unless research is protected against major sources of bias 
that can completely invalidate the findings, the research can not be assumed to 
meet scientific criteria, and should therefore be interpreted with caution; and 
we can do that by assuming, a priori, that such research is likely to present at 
least some of the expected bias, unless we observe evidence to the contrary.  
 
P-hacking is likely to be a common behaviour in academic research, because it 
offers advantages in the race to “publish or perish” that defines the careers for 
most academics, in the presence of publication bias. To illustrate this 
advantage: let us define “success” as being able to demonstrate a statistically 
significant association. Perfectly executed experiments have an upper limit for 
success that equals the statistical power of the study when the hypothesis is 
true, and the type-1 error rate (2.5% or 5%) when the hypothesis is false. 
Realistic estimates presented in a currently unpublished paper (Ingre, 2016), 
have been calculated for psychology, and indicate 10-23% success rate with a 
statistical power of 40-60% and up to 50% true hypotheses a priori; higher 
power and more confirmatory research with larger priors could potentially 
increase the success rate somewhat, while poorer power and more speculative 
hypotheses would make the chance of success worse. However, p-hacking 
changes these calculations completely by relaxing the dependence of success 
from statistical power (and the prior) at the cost of inflating the type-1 error 
rate; p-hacking can almost guarantee success, even when the hypothesis is 
false, if the search space is large enough and the data driven approach used to 
exploit the search space is efficient, as illustrated in published simulation 
studies (Carp, 2012; Simmons et al., 2011) as well as in chapters 3 & 4 in this 
thesis. Thus p-hacking is a reliable strategy to success that works on any 
hypothesis, true or false. In addition, since p-hacking does not depend on high 
statistical power for success, researchers can design many cheap, small studies 
with poor statistical power, instead of a few expensive but high-powered 
studies, further increasing the number of publishable findings for researchers 
with limited time and resources. P-hacking is also encouraged by the fact that 
information that could reveal p-hacking as the real analytical strategy is not 
generally required in published reports. Thus, p-hacking is an efficient 
strategy that can artificially increase the “success rate” of any research project, 
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and the risk of “getting caught” is negligible. This makes p-hacking attractive 
for academic researchers; p-hacking is simply the rational choice from self-
interest, in a system that rewards publishing and is affected by publication 
bias. 
 
P-hacking is a rational choice only in situations where researchers lack a 
substantial stake in the validity of their findings; thus p-hacking is not likely to 
be a rational strategy in many research projects in the high-tech or biomedical 
industry, because such projects usually depend on developing some kind of 
functioning end product; and a functioning end product is ultimately the 
source of sustained funding; however, there are situations where the research 
can be used for marketing purposes and in these situations there could be 
incentives for p-hacking. In the high-tech industry the stakes can indeed be 
very high: rocket scientists are likely to be very concerned with the validity of 
their research because an exploding rocket might put them out of business or 
even kill someone: they are not likely to apply a p-hacking strategy just to be 
able to demonstrate a “significant” finding. However, academic researchers 
generally have no substantial stake in the validity of their research and will 
reap most benefits of their work as soon as the findings are published. Thus, p-
hacking is a rational behaviour specifically for academic researchers that want 
to produce publications, but it is not likely to be a rational behaviour for many 
engineers and scientists working in R&D for the high tech industry. It is 
notable that it was representatives for two commercial companies in the 
biomedical industry, and not leading academic researchers from major 
universities, that brought the poor reproducibility of published pre-clinical 
research to our attention by showing that only about 11%--21% of findings 
published in the scientific literature were reproducible in their labs (Begley & 
Ellis, 2012; Prinz et al., 2011). Since then, similar projects has been carried 
out by academic researchers and the most important project indicated that 
~36% of 97 positive findings published in three psychology journals in 2008 
were reproducible by independent researchers (Open Science Collaboration, 
2015). A second smaller project indicated that 10 out of 13 well known classic 
and contemporary effects in psychology were reproducible (Klein et al., 2014) 
and a third project in economics research managed to replicate 11 out of 18 
between subject experiments published in two specific journals between 2011 
and 2014 (Camerer et al., 2016). 
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P-hacking may be a less viable strategy when study designs can be easily 
replicated by independent researchers, because it increases the risk that false 
findings get caught. In addition, since p-hacking tries to capitalize on error 
variance, it is less effective in research where data have little to no error 
variance. This makes p-hacking a less attractive strategy in many areas of 
academic research and the assumptions made in this thesis mainly apply to 
what could be broadly defined as the life sciences (i.e. psychology, 
neuroscience, medicine, epidemiology etc), where study designs are highly 
specialized, expensive and time consuming to replicate, and where datasets 
typically have a large proportion of error variance.  
 
A main limitation with assuming p-hacking a priori is that the qualitative 
review of the literature presented in chapter 5 and 6 may have had a bias and 
can have misclassified some information as indicating p-hacking when it was 
not. A good example where this was likely to be true is the study by Koppes et 
al (2014) who did not use our pre-defined adjustment for age but otherwise 
seemed to have performed a high quality investigation with no indications of 
p-hacking (chapter 5). This might just reflect a less rigorous analysis of the 
risk for confounding on their part than what we assumed in our analysis in 
chapter 3. It may also be explained by less concern for confounding by the 
researchers in this particular study, because they did not observe a significant 
association in the first place. However, there are some indications of residual 
confounding in their study because job tenure 20+ years (without considering 
night work) was strongly associated with breast cancer in the crude analysis 
(RR=3.00; 95% CI: 2.66--3.38) likely due to its correlation with age, and it 
was still almost significant in the adjusted analysis with a magnitude similar to 
what meta-analyses on night work and breast cancer has suggested (RR=1.11; 
95% CI: 0.98--1.26) likely due to residual confounding from less than optimal 
adjustment for age. 
 
A second example concerns studies on job strain, where only six out of 
seventeen reviewed studies reported significant associations, but all studies 
failed to report the proper interaction model to test the job strain interaction 
(MI). This is more consistent with a p-hacking strategy, since we would expect 
a proper investigation that aimed to accurately report this association and test 
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the job strain theory on data to report an unbiased model. However, some of 
these researchers may have just followed what other researchers in the field 
have done before, without fully considering the validity of the model they 
reported. Thus, picking one of these models for the report may not always 
indicate that p-hacking was applied in that particular study, but it does suggest 
a general p-hacking culture in the field, where “alternative” models with 
inherent bias and inflated type-1 error rates has become the norm, instead of 
the well known and standard models that exist to properly test a potential 
additive association for job control and job demand (MA) and/or the proposed 
job strain interaction (MI).  
 
Information in reports that we analysed to assess flexibility in the analytical 
strategy and to document anomalies in the published studies may have errors. 
However, this information cannot be assumed to be affected by random 
factors to the same extent as observed variables in quantitative studies, for 
example, a questionnaire item in a job strain study; thus, the observations we 
used as indications of p-hacking in this thesis should have good reliability and 
most often reflect the true intent by the author who put the information into 
the manuscript, especially considering the extensive review process scientific 
manuscripts have to go through before publication. Thus, while we have to 
acknowledge that our analysis may have errors, we do expect the general 
pattern of our observations to reflect meaningful actions and decisions made 
by the authors.  
 
We based our reviews and meta-analyses on all studies previously included in 
published meta-analyses and only updated with a literature search for 
publications after 2005. This could potentially mean that we may have missed 
to include some earlier studies, but that would also mean that these studies had 
to be missed by all other previously published meta-analyses. This risk is a 
reality but seems to be small, and since our main objective was to evaluate the 
veracity of conclusions made in previously published meta-analyses, the data 
we had access to should be appropriate. 
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Personal bias and generalizability of findings 

The two fields reviewed in this thesis were not picked at random. This thesis is 
a continuation of a discussion I have personally been engaged in for many 
years, trying to address methodological problems and pseudoscience in 
academic research. While most of this discussion has taken place in informal 
settings at seminars, conferences and in friendly chats with colleagues in the 
corridors at the university, I have brought some of it to the public domain in 
the form of four discussion papers published in peer-reviewed academic 
journals. These four discussion papers are important foundations of this thesis 
project. 
 
The first paper (Ingre, 2013) was a response to a published claim in 
Neuroimage arguing that small low powered studies provide better evidence 
for observed effects, since they don’t report small observed effects as 
statistically significant (Friston, 2012). In the introduction to this thesis I build 
on my response and point out that having access to more data, that is, larger 
and higher powered studies, is always better from a scientific perspective; and 
I use Bayes’ theorem to prove that small low powered studies are more likely 
to report false statistically significant findings than large high powered studies. 
Small studies do indeed report larger effects when they are statistically 
significant, but this is simply the result of poor precision in the estimates, in 
combination with large bias as a consequence of low statistical power, and 
does not reflect the true size of the studied associations (Yarkoni, 2009).  
 
The second paper (Ingre, 2014a) was published in the Journal of the Swedish 
Medical Association and addressed an unrealistically large suggested risk for 
breast cancer after exposure to nightwork that was reported to the Public, 
based on findings from a small, low powered and unpublished study. The 
main author of the original study responded to the criticism, by ignoring 
estimates that were available from published meta-analyses, and suggested, 
instead, that the risk was likely to be even larger than he had originally 
reported, by simply taking the median of published reports that did 
demonstrate a statistically significant association (T. Åkerstedt, 2014); this 
prompted me to formulate a response in a third paper presenting a more 
balanced evaluation of the published evidence (Ingre, 2014b).  
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The fourth paper (Ingre, 2015a) addressed a flaw in an individual participant 
data meta-analysis on job strain and coronary heart disease published in The 
Lancet (Kivimäki et al., 2012). Job strain is hypothesized to describe the 
interaction between exposure to job demand and job control and such 
hypothesis is easy to test on data; but instead of fitting the proper and standard 
model to test this interaction, Kivimäki et al. reported a binary composite 
variable model. In my critique (Ingre, 2015a), published in the Scandinavian 
Journal of Work Environment and Health, I pointed out that you cannot test 
such a hypothesis using a single composite variable, but need to 
simultaneously fit both exposures as separate independent variables to be able 
to conclude that both exposures contribute to the association. I also described 
in detail how to fit the proper models on data. The original author responded 
by ignoring the request to fit the proper models, and instead reported yet 
another biased composite variable model, of exactly the same kind that was 
criticised, but this time with particular attention to one covariate, to continue 
to argue for the validity of their approach (Kivimäki, Nyberg, & Kawachi, 
2015). 
 
The decision to write this thesis was informed by the discussions above, and it 
should be clear to the reader that the selection of research reviewed here 
cannot be assumed to be representative of academic research in general. 
Instead, the two research topics were selected because my personal 
experiences suggested a pseudoscientific presence, and that they represent two 
distinct situations of p-hacking:  
 

● The reviewed job strain research was selected as a case where the 
proper model is well known, and “alternative” models proposed in the 
literature have easily identifiable flaws. In most reviewed studies, 
flawed estimates could be adjusted to reflect the proper estimates, 
making it possible to produce a meta-analysis and properly test the 
proposed theory on the majority of the published data. Technically, 
the alternative models proposed in the literature were single parameter 
composite variable models, used to try to infer the presence of an 
interaction between two or more exposures. The binary job strain 
model (MB) and the independent quadrant model (MQ) can also be 
described as models testing an interaction without adjusting for the 
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main effects; thus, they are models with two known missing 
confounders. 

● The association between night work and breast cancer was selected as 
representing a more general problem of estimating an association in 
observational research, where it seemed plausible to define a limited 
set of scientifically valid model configurations, which should have 
been reported by non p-hacking researchers. This was assumed to 
make it possible to attribute observed deviations from these models to 
p-hacking with a reasonable degree of confidence. In addition, this 
example presented a good opportunity to study the impact of residual 
confounding in Monte Carlo simulations and to develop a general 
mathematical framework for predicting p-hacking bias. This 
mathematical framework can be used to suggest plausible magnitudes 
of bias a priori for bias protected inferences of published research, 
similar to what has been suggested by Ingre (2013). 

 
The main objective of the present thesis was to describe the implications of p-
hacking and to illustrate how p-hacking can be manifested in the published 
literature in two specific examples. To that end, the potential lack of 
representativity is not very relevant. Many findings are likely to be specific to 
the research reviewed here, but there are also general properties of these two 
examples that can be used to generalize findings to a wider area of research. 
 
An example where findings from this thesis may generalize directly to another 
field of research is an occupational stress theory called effort-reward 
imbalance (ERI) (J. Siegrist, 1996; Johannes Siegrist et al., 2004/4; Johannes 
Siegrist & Li, 2016). It is similarly constructed as the job strain model, but 
instead of job demand and job control it is based on effort and reward. The 
hypothesised imbalance is proposed to be the result of an interaction between 
high effort and low reward, and this interaction is tested using a single 
parameter composite variable model (Johannes Siegrist et al., 2004/4), similar 
to what we have observed for job strain. While a comprehensive review of 
research into ERI was outside of the scope of the present thesis, the general 
findings presented in chapter 4 & 6 will probably generalize to research into 
ERI. Similarly, composite variable models are also used to suggest complex 
associations in biomathematical sleep models that may not hold when testing 
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if all components actually contribute to the association (Ingre et al., 2014). 
There are likely many other situations where an established association may 
have been used as one of the components in a composite variable model, and 
the presenting authors of the reports want to suggest evidence for more 
complex and intriguing associations in data; for such research the findings of 
this thesis may apply similarly to how they apply to job strain research. 
 
The reported simulations and mathematical framework developed in chapter 3, 
as well as the review of the published literature presented in chapter 5, 
represent a general approach to the problem of estimating an association in 
observational studies and should be generalizable to many other situations; 
flexibility in the exact specification of the model to test an observation has 
implications for p-hacking and this should be similar in most observational 
research, independent of the specific research question. The exact magnitude 
of bias and type-1 error rates reported in this thesis may not generalize to the 
same extent, but can be used to assume plausible estimates a priori for 
situations that are similar to the ones studied here; however, they should be 
updated when new information becomes available from further research. 

Implications of p-hacking in the reviewed research  

As indicated in chapter 3 & 4, the immediate consequence of p-hacking is that 
the magnitudes of reported associations are exaggerated and that more 
published “statistically significant” findings are false. This means that we 
cannot interpret published estimates at face value, unless we can rule out p-
hacking and publication bias. 
 
The review of the literature performed in chapter 5 & 6 did not give any 
reason to rule out p-hacking or publication bias, quite the contrary; we 
observed evidence indicating a high risk for p-hacking in both fields reviewed 
in this thesis, questioning the validity of the 9 out of 10 reviewed meta-
analyses that offered support for any of the two reviewed associations. 
 
Since the review of the research into night work and breast cancer presented in 
chapter 5 was performed, three previously unpublished cohorts were published 
in a study together with a new meta-analysis, indicating no observed risk for 
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theory addressed this bias, but the latest meta-analysis (Xu et al., 2015) based 
their recommendation on the model able to provide the largest magnitude of 
risk, which, incidentally, was also the model with the largest bias. In this case 
we could provide estimates of the expected bias and perfectly adjust (for this 
particular bias) most published data and perform the largest (bias-adjusted) 
meta-analysis on job strain and coronary heart disease published to this date 
(chapter 7). The results indicated no increased risk for coronary heart disease 
from job strain (RR=1.00; 95% CI: 0.88--1.14) or for high job demand 
(RR=1.03; 95% CI: 0.97--1.11), but it did indicate an increased risk for low 
job control (RR=1.11; 95% CI: 1.03--1.20) providing a mechanism for bias in 
all single parameter composite variable models that have been published in 
this field (chapter 4 & 6).  
 
These findings illustrate how bias can cause large opportunity costs in science. 
P-hacking and publication bias can lead to the production of long series of 
studies that may appear to offer strong support for a theory that in reality is not 
supported by data. Bias in the research process may produce initially positive 
results for an intriguing theory that can throw a whole field of researchers into 
a “wild-goose-chase” of findings supporting the theory, using whatever means 
that is allowed by the “researcher degrees of freedom” that have been agreed 
upon within the field. Had job strain researchers reported their findings using 
the proper methods, and indicated lack of evidence for the job strain theory, 
instead of trying to demonstrate findings that were consistent with the theory, 
we could have made real progress in this field of research and probably 
learned more about the true psychosocial and/or socioeconomic causes of 
coronary heart disease in our society. Instead, intellectual resources and 
research funding have been funnelled away from more promising scientific 
ideas, creating a lost opportunity in this line of research.  

The normalisation of pseudoscientific methods 

The most striking observation in the present thesis was that not a single one of 
the 17 reviewed studies on job strain and coronary heart disease reported 
estimates from the standard model to test the hypothesized interaction. 
Instead, most studies reported variations of a single parameter composite 
variable model that did not include the main effects. As we illustrated in 
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chapter 4, inferring the presence of a job strain interaction in such models is 
the equivalent to inferring that an interaction between gin and tonic water is 
responsible for making people drunk after a few drinks of Gin Tonic.  
 
In the original publication from 1979, reviewed in detail in chapter 4, Karasek 
fitted the proper interaction model and found the result to not be statistically 
significant. However, Karasek did not trust these findings because he 
experienced something else when looking at data, and invented two 
“alternative” models to try to bring the statistics more in line with what he 
thought he saw with his eyes. When I look at the data illustrated in his report I 
don’t get the same impression, but there does seem to be an additive 
association present on some of the outcomes in this study, which was also 
indicated by the reported statistical tests. Karasek’s attempt to make the 
statistical models show something else is probably explained by an ambition 
to present a more intriguing theory, and suggesting that an interaction takes 
place between job demand and job control is indeed an intriguing idea.  
 
Almost 40 years have passed since Karasek’s original publication, and we 
would expect that academic discourse would have identified and corrected 
most errors in the original publication. A good indicator of the current state of 
this research is a relatively recent publication in The Lancet from 2012 
(Kivimäki et al., 2012). It was a large collaborative effort, authored by 46 
leading researchers in the field, reporting estimates from an individual 
participant data meta-analysis. In this study, they did not fit the proper 
interaction model, but chose to apply a binary composite variable model 
instead. This particular group of researchers is productive and publishes many 
reports under the name IPD-work consortium; it is safe to say that they have a 
large impact on the discourse in this field and that their methods are likely to 
be used as a reference for a whole generation of job strain researchers. In their 
latest publication, at the time of writing in February 2017, they used the same 
methods as above and motivated their “approach” like this (Madsen et al., 
2017): 
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Having dichotomized demands and control into high and low by their study-specific 
medians, we defined job strain as the combination of high demands and low control. 
We analysed data comparing participants with job strain with those without job strain 
(all other combinations of demands and control). This approach is consistent with the 
original theoretical model of job strain (Karasek & Theorell, 1990), although several 
alternative ways of analysing job strain data exist (Landsbergis et al. 2000).  

 
They clearly state that they compare the job strain group (i.e. high demand and 
low control) with “all other combinations of demands and control”. As 
discussed in chapter 4, this is the equivalent of comparing a group drinking 
Gin Tonic with a mixed group of people drinking either only gin, only tonic 
water or nothing at all; and we would expect the Gin Tonic group to become 
more intoxicated, simply because they all consumed gin. They claim that their 
“approach” is “consistent with” the original theoretical model of job strain; but 
what does that mean? If we go back to the Gin Tonic example: observing 
people getting drunk on Gin Tonic is consistent with a theory that an 
interaction between gin and tonic takes place; but observing people getting 
drunk on Gin Tonic is hardly evidence of such interaction. Why would they 
want to fit a model that is only consistent with a theory but not able to provide 
any evidence for it, in a scientific investigation? Their use of the phrase 
“consistent with” may be the result of recent criticism pointing out that you 
cannot test the presence of an interaction with such a composite variable 
model (Ingre, 2015a); but the question remains: why did they not report the 
proper interaction model instead, so they could present valid evidence in the 
report? 
 
Testing the presence of an interaction is straightforward and the standard 
model to do so should be known. Thus, we would expect the additive model 
(MA) and the proper interaction model (MI) we presented in chapter 4 to 
always be fitted. Indeed, even Karasek himself fitted both these models in his 
original paper that was published already in 1979. From the research reviewed 
in this thesis we can infer a likely reason to why proper estimates of the 
proposed job strain interaction was not reported in any of the reviewed 
studies: the interaction was not statistically significant (chapter 7).  
 
From the analysis in chapter 4, we learned that Karasek fitted the proper 
interaction model to test the job strain theory, but when he found that it was 
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not significant and did not support his theory, he developed and proposed two 
“alternative” models that he suggested would support his theory; describing 
what appears to have been a p-hacking strategy. However, we also know from 
the review in chapter 6 that his proposed models did not get much traction in 
the field and that the evolution of “alternative” models have settled for two 
other models as the favourite picks, at least for research into coronary heart 
disease: the binary job strain model (MB) and the independent quadrant model 
(MQ). We can see how such development makes perfect sense from a p-
hacking perspective, because they were the two most biased models that we 
reviewed in chapter 4 and they had the highest type-1 error rates; thus, these 
were the two models that were expected to most reliably demonstrate 
associations consistent with the job strain theory. These methods have had a 
relatively large exposure to a wider academic community with little criticism 
(Ingre, 2015a; Kasl, 1996), as evidenced by more than 9000 citations to 
Karasek’s original paper from 1979 and close to 500 citations to the Lancet 
paper since 2012 (according to google scholar in February 2017). Thus, these 
methods seem to have become normalized and generally accepted by a wider 
academic community.  

Hypothesis: P-hacking is a key mechanism that facilitates, promotes 
and maintains a pseudo-scientific culture in academic research 

Computer simulations provide a credible case that the current incentives 
system in academic research is sufficient to produce a scientific literature 
dominated by poor quality, low power studies producing a high proportion of 
false findings (Higginson & Munafò, 2016). However, changing formal 
incentive structures will likely not prove very efficient, since the prospect of 
making novel positive discoveries will probably still motivate researchers to 
focus on positive findings, and neglect less exciting negative findings and 
rejection of theories that are important parts of scientific progress. 
 
Improving publication standards will probably help improve the quality of 
scientific publishing (Munafò et al., 2017), but a main culprit in academic 
research is likely to be p-hacking; because it detracts focus from a 
theoretically driven and hypothesis testing approach to research towards a 
one-sided strategy, where hunting for, and defending the validity of, 
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significant associations observed in data, may replace scientific reasoning. It is 
informative to see how leading job strain researchers defend their work from 
criticism (Kivimäki et al., 2015): 
 

Ingre suggests that there is probably no multiplicative interaction between job 
control and job demands in predicting coronary heart disease. However, the fact 
that job strain is robustly associated with coronary heart disease (even though job 
control is not) suggests that job strain is a better predictor of coronary heart 
disease irrespective of such interactions. 

 
The key to their argument is that: “job strain is a better predictor /.../ 
irrespective of such interactions.”. Thus, Kivimäki et al. did not seem to be 
too interested in the kind of association they expected in data. As we 
showed in chapter 4, there are only two possible types of associations that 
include both job control and job demand that can be present in this (median 
split) dataset: an additive association and/or an interaction; and just like 
you cannot test if both gin and tonic water adds or interacts from observing 
people drinking Gin Tonic, you cannot test any of these hypotheses with a 
single composite job strain variable. The two proper models to test the two 
possible associations are well known and Kivimäki et al. seemed to accept 
the findings in my original critique, indicating that none of them were 
supported by data (Ingre, 2015a); but they still argued that they have 
observed evidence of a job strain association “irrespective of such 
interactions”. 
 
In this thesis we propose that p-hacking might be an important mechanism 
that facilitates, promotes and maintains a pseudo-scientific culture in 
academic research. P-hackers do not actually test scientific hypotheses; 
instead, they search (more or less deliberately) for ways to demonstrate 
significant associations in data and then try to motivate their approach and 
methods post hoc. We propose that engaging in such behaviour over a long 
period of time, i.e. years and decades, may have negative effects on 
scientific reasoning. What may have started in the early career as just 
trying a few different ways to try to demonstrate support for a credible 
hypothesis in one important publication, may evolve over time into a more 
general strategy in order to gain an edge in the race to “publish or perish”, 
that slowly changes the way of reasoning and thinking about science and 
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how to approach problems in research. Thus, experienced researchers may 
find it completely legitimate to just focus their work and attention on 
“statistically significant” associations observed in data, instead of trying to 
develop, propose and critically evaluate, substantial theories in light of 
data. 

How to protect academic research from pseudoscience 

Continuing the research reviewed in this thesis in its current form will likely 
not lead to improved knowledge, since the expected bias is too large for the 
research to be able to provide a reasonably accurate estimate of the true effect 
in the population. A specific problem with the reviewed research is the 
observed poor statistical power that is severely limiting the information value 
of the individual studies, in addition to making them highly susceptible to p-
hacking and publication bias. However, this is not an isolated problem 
confined to the research reviewed here; empirical power analyses indicate that 
a majority of studies in wide areas of research have very poor power (Button 
et al., 2013; Dumas-Mallet et al., 2017; Ioannidis, 2011). The dominance of 
poorly powered studies is likely explained by limited resources available to 
academic researchers, in combination with a generally accepted p-hacking 
culture where statistical power is not necessary to produce positive findings 
for publication. However, even if not optimal, poorly powered studies can be 
an important part of a truly scientific enterprise, if they can be accessed 
without bias; since then they will contribute important information when 
combined with other studies in future meta-analyses.  
 
To maximize the value of the data collected and to protect academic research 
from pseudoscience, we need to address bias at its source and promote a 
hypothetico-deductive thinking process and approach to data analysis (Munafò 
et al., 2017). This can be done by a two-step process:  
 

1. Public pre-registration of all hypotheses that will be tested on data. 
2. Publishing of all results from testing the hypotheses, 
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Despite the large potential benefits of pre-registering, it is not an 
uncontroversial topic. Gelman & Loken (2014) put it like this:  
 

In fields such as psychology where it is typically not so difficult to get more 
data, preregistration might make sense. At the same time, we do not want 
demands of statistical purity to strait-jacket our science, whether in 
psychology, nutrition, or education. The most valuable statistical analyses 
often arise only after an iterative process involving the data. Preregistration 
may be practical in some fields and for some types of problems, but it cannot 
realistically be a general solution. 

 
There is, however, nothing that stops researchers from pre-registering their 
study and the hypotheses they had in mind when the data collection was 
planned, but still perform exploratory analyses on data after it has been 
collected. The main benefit of such a paradigm is that there would be 
transparency; we would know that the analyses were exploratory and can 
adjust our inferences accordingly. Indeed, in such a paradigm the publishing 
authors would probably have to make these adjustments already when they 
write the manuscript, instead of performing exploratory analyses and present 
findings in such a way that it implies a priori defined hypotheses.  
 
A pre-registration paradigm would likely also lead to higher quality 
exploratory research in general, since it may encourage researchers to also 
preregister an exploratory analysis plan together with the primary hypotheses. 
This would allow us to properly assess the extent of the search space when 
making adjustments; and it may motivate researchers to carefully design such 
a plan a priori, in order to limit the search space to the most reasonable 
contrasts, to reduce the penalties that have to be applied, and thus, make better 
use of all the collected data. 
 
While the two steps above are simplified, they describe the main components 
of a hypothetico-deductive process and would, in theory, completely eliminate 
publication bias. However, in practice they are vaguely described and allow 
flexibility that can be used for p-hacking. To be effective and practically 
useful, the two steps need to be further qualified. Many others have proposed 
measures to improve the quality of research in a similar way (Ioannidis, 2014; 
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Munafò et al., 2017) and below are some important points that should not be 
overlooked: 
 

● Pre-registration should detail all the methods, including number of 
subjects, groups, conditions and all variables that are planned in the 
data collection. 

● Pre-registering should be done before any data collection has started 
to prevent data peeking (even on pilot study data if it is planned to be 
included in any analysis testing the hypothesis) to influence how 
hypotheses are formulated and defined. 

● Pre-registration should specify exactly how the hypotheses are going 
to be tested. A good way to do that is to submit the actual code used to 
prepare data and test the hypothesis, in order to prevent undesired 
flexibility in the exact set of covariates in the final model and their 
exact operationalization (coding/transformation) on data. 

● If more than a few hypotheses are tested, they should be categorized 
into a limited set of primary and secondary hypotheses.  

● Any primary or complementary explorative approach can be described 
as a general analytical strategy, detailing the important quantities 
(number of variables, tests, factor levels etc.) needed to define the 
search space and assess a plausible type-1 error rate. 

● Pre-registering should point towards the findings when they are 
available and include a timetable for data collection and publishing. 

● A priori power analyses should preferably be reported for plausible 
ranges, based on empirically, theoretically and/or nominally motivated 
effect sizes depending on the information available a priori, to help 
evaluate the credibility of the tested hypotheses on data. 

● If the full dataset is reported this should be mentioned in the pre-
registering to prevent a biased selection of particularly nice looking 
datasets to be made public.  

● Datasets should be submitted before any data quality checks to 
prevent data to be manipulated in a certain direction. It should be 
accompanied with a detailed data descriptor that is connected to the 
pre-registered methods. After data quality check, code to correct any 
errors or a new dataset should also be submitted. 
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● Date/time limited embargos for pre-registered data can be used to 
assure the primary researchers a possibility to publish their findings 
before data is made public and should be detailed in the pre-
registering of the study. 

● Mandatory publication of findings should include reference to the pre-
registration, the complete methods, the results of all pre-registered 
hypotheses and preferably the complete dataset with data descriptor, 
but do not need to be a fully written report.  

● Mandatory publication of findings should be made to public electronic 
repositories that allow for unrestricted download off the internet to 
ensure unfiltered access of all findings to the public.  

● Traditional publication in academic journals should only be attempted 
after the findings/data have already been submitted to a public 
repository, but date/time limited embargoes could be used to make 
them public simultaneously. 

● In addition, an infrastructure to search pre-registered research together 
with their findings needs to be developed. If pre-registered research 
would only be available through today's standard search engines, such 
as PubMed, Google scholar, psychinfo etc, the findings would still be 
affected by publication bias since they search the published literature. 
New search engines should be based on pre-registrations, and index 
data on proposed hypotheses, measured variables, experimental 
conditions and other important characteristics for an unbiased search 
of scientific data at the pre-registered phase. 

 
If one would try to introduce these procedures at universities and other 
academic research institutions, one should keep in mind that many high 
quality scientific projects are probably already working along similar lines and 
that p-hackers are the ones who would have the largest difficulty to adapt, 
since they have to completely change the way they approach their work. A 
common argument against pre-registering is that it increases bureaucracy and 
administration; however, given how many hours that are spent on a typical 
research project, and the dramatic improvement in scientific quality that is 
expected from the above procedures, spending a few hours to comply with 
these guidelines is probably among the best investment of time researchers can 
do in any scientific project. 
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An important contribution could be made by any research-funding agency 
wanting to ensure high scientific quality of their supported projects. They 
could simply mandate that researchers follow the above procedure in order to 
get any funding released. That way, researchers wanting more flexibility and 
less administration can search for funding elsewhere, and there would be a 
natural separation of researchers into two different systems. After some time 
has passed we would be able to assess the quality of both systems and evaluate 
if the a priori assumptions made in this thesis would still be appropriate. 

Concluding remarks 

In the present thesis we took the a priori position that the reports reviewed 
here were likely to be affected by p-hacking and publication bias. Readers 
may find this to be an unusual approach, since they expect anyone who claims 
something to also provide evidence to support their claim in the specific case. 
However, the publishing authors of the reviewed research were also making 
claims, namely about the absence of p-hacking, but they did so implicitly. If 
we would accept their findings and conclusion at face value, we would also 
have to (implicitly) accept that p-hacking was not present, because otherwise 
their research would be affected by bias that could completely invalidate their 
findings. Thus, in reality it was the publishing authors who were making 
unsubstantiated claims; my a priori position is just an expression of healthy 
scepticism and the burden of proof should ultimately lie on the publishing 
researchers who were making substantial claims about the presence of 
associations in the world we live in.  
 
As we illustrated in the introduction of this thesis, new evidence together with 
the prior determines the posterior; and this also applies when we assess p-
hacking in the academic literature. The observations made in this thesis offer 
support for the presence of p-hacking, but no evidence is conclusive and there 
is always room for alternative explanations. This is where the prior becomes 
important. If we would take the a priori position that p-hacking is highly 
unlikely to be present in academic research, many alternative explanations to 
the observations made in this thesis becomes reasonable; because, even if they 
would seem unlikely, so are other explanations: researchers may just have 
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been unlucky (or lucky) to observe marginally significant associations with 
poor power, they may have forgotten to put important information in their 
paper showing that their analytical approach was not data driven, and they 
may indeed have used a different criterion than statistical significance for 
picking their primary model. However, when we assume the presence of p-
hacking to be likely, such conclusions become less credible because another 
and more plausible explanation exist.  
 
I have argued above that assuming the presence of p-hacking and publication 
bias in academic research a priori is the most reasonable position to take; 
anyone who wants to take another position should also present their arguments 
explicitly, so they can be evaluated, and indeed, also challenged. I am sure that 
a plausible argument against the presence of p-hacking can be made in many 
situations that will allow us to place more confidence in the findings; and 
when such arguments are available they should be used to maximize the value 
of the research. This points to one of the main advantages of implementing the 
procedures outlined above: by following these guidelines, academic 
researchers who want their work to be taken seriously, can present credible 
arguments to protect themselves against criticism, and have a better chance 
that their research is accepted at face value by sceptics like myself. 
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Simulation of job strain interaction variance 
## This R-code verifies by simulation that the variance of the interaction term in binary models 
## is generally well approximated by the sum of the variance of the two main effects (sim_general) 
## and in the case of exactly median split models the approximation is exact (sim_median) using  
## the independent quadrant model (modelQ) and the proper interaction model (modelI) used in job strain 
## research as an example. 
 
set.seed(20170313) 
 
library("MASS") 
 
sim_general = function(s=1000, n=1000){ 
  res=data.frame() 
  for (i in seq(1, s)){ 
    r=runif(1)*2-1 # randomize correlation between demand and control 
    C=matrix(c(1, r , r, 1), 2) 
    mvdata=mvrnorm(n, c(0, 0), C) # draw random samples with specified correlation 
    demand = as.integer(mvdata[,1] >0)  # make data binary (but not necessary median split) 
    control = as.integer(mvdata[,2] >0)  
    strain = demand*control  
    active = as.integer(demand==1 & control == 0) 
    passive = as.integer(demand==0 & control == 1) 
    strain = as.integer(demand==1 & control == 1) 
    y=rnorm(n, 0, 1) 
     
    modelQ=lm(y ~ active + passive + strain) ## fit model Q 
    modelI=lm(y ~ demand + control + strain) ## fit model I 
    res=rbind(res, data.frame( 
              r=r, 
              true_mean = coefficients(modelI)[["strain"]], 
              converted_mean = coefficients(modelQ)[["strain"]]-coefficients(modelQ)[["passive"]]-
coefficients(modelQ)[["active"]], 
              true_var=vcov(modelI)[4,4], 
              proper_var=vcov(modelQ)[2,2] + vcov(modelQ)[3,3]  + vcov(modelQ)[4,4] + 
2*vcov(modelQ)[2,3] 
              - 2*vcov(modelQ)[4,2] - 2*vcov(modelQ)[4,3], 
              approx_var=vcov(modelQ)[3,3] + vcov(modelQ)[2,2])) 
  } 
  return(res) 
} 
 
 
sim_median = function(s=1000, n=1000){ 
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  res=data.frame() 
  for (i in seq(1, s)){ 
    r=runif(1)*2-1 # randomize correlation between demand and control 
    C=matrix(c(1, r , r, 1), 2) 
    mvdata=mvrnorm(n, c(0, 0), C) # draw random samples with specified correlation 
    demand = as.integer(mvdata[,1] >median(mvdata[,1]) ) # make data median split 
    control = as.integer(mvdata[,2] >median(mvdata[,2]) ) 
    strain = demand*control  
    active = as.integer(demand==1 & control == 0) 
    passive = as.integer(demand==0 & control == 1) 
    strain = as.integer(demand==1 & control == 1) 
    y=rnorm(n, 0, 1) 
     
    modelQ=lm(y ~ active + passive + strain) ## fit model Q 
    modelI=lm(y ~ demand + control + strain) ## fit model I 
 
    res=rbind(res, data.frame( 
      r=r, 
      true_mean = coefficients(modelI)[["strain"]], 
      converted_mean = coefficients(modelQ)[["strain"]]-coefficients(modelQ)[["passive"]]-
coefficients(modelQ)[["active"]], 
      true_var=vcov(modelI)[4,4], 
      proper_var=vcov(modelQ)[2,2] + vcov(modelQ)[3,3]  + vcov(modelQ)[4,4] + 2*vcov(modelQ)[2,3] 
      - 2*vcov(modelQ)[4,2] - 2*vcov(modelQ)[4,3], 
      approx_var=vcov(modelQ)[3,3] + vcov(modelQ)[2,2])) 
  } 
  return(res) 
} 
 
general=sim_general(s=50) 
median=sim_median(s=50) 
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> print(general) 
             r    true_mean converted_mean   true_var proper_var approx_var 
1  -0.82642465 -0.023655864   -0.023655864 0.02820071 0.02820071 0.02755394 
2   0.66662923 -0.006505242   -0.006505242 0.02087575 0.02087575 0.02078024 
3   0.61467904  0.194448606    0.194448606 0.02142343 0.02142343 0.02174694 
4   0.35339747 -0.027370746   -0.027370746 0.01636153 0.01636153 0.01636153 
5   0.33708607 -0.166319107   -0.166319107 0.01615943 0.01615943 0.01634635 
6  -0.04926836  0.054190274    0.054190274 0.01491923 0.01491923 0.01442560 
7   0.91747596 -0.036356027   -0.036356027 0.03497151 0.03497151 0.03464829 
8   0.25975400 -0.269313123   -0.269313123 0.01601876 0.01601876 0.01604139 
9  -0.35942363 -0.010026513   -0.010026513 0.01701546 0.01701546 0.01639994 
10 -0.48714427 -0.008504741   -0.008504741 0.01877905 0.01877905 0.01953435 
11 -0.69555648 -0.056006085   -0.056006085 0.01972549 0.01972549 0.01957414 
12  0.34870299 -0.003449812   -0.003449812 0.01556873 0.01556873 0.01558915 
13  0.90426310 -0.297703459   -0.297703459 0.03153904 0.03153904 0.03165524 
14 -0.12397212  0.262668399    0.262668399 0.01631340 0.01631340 0.01601301 
15  0.90585668 -0.172939437   -0.172939437 0.03424773 0.03424773 0.03435145 
16 -0.38872432 -0.187756430   -0.187756430 0.01733851 0.01733851 0.01767818 
17  0.43343489 -0.173537609   -0.173537609 0.01830244 0.01830244 0.01830244 
18  0.74088542  0.055011446    0.055011446 0.02020561 0.02020561 0.02015771 
19 -0.44389977  0.080799540    0.080799540 0.01813113 0.01813113 0.01767170 
20 -0.09911328  0.045193664    0.045193664 0.01762748 0.01762748 0.01769017 
21  0.73981403  0.008052623    0.008052623 0.02308941 0.02308941 0.02335087 
22 -0.31734450  0.022520975    0.022520975 0.01655559 0.01655559 0.01606135 
23  0.56879910 -0.039694124   -0.039694124 0.02076947 0.02076947 0.02049575 
24 -0.04940020 -0.004248954   -0.004248954 0.01502157 0.01502157 0.01479605 
25 -0.67906488 -0.045438806   -0.045438806 0.02047118 0.02047118 0.02202280 
26 -0.56307981  0.100755390    0.100755390 0.01832545 0.01832545 0.01892914 
27  0.33422346  0.084726701    0.084726701 0.01712317 0.01712317 0.01762418 
28 -0.66813948 -0.179822025   -0.179822025 0.02024717 0.02024717 0.02201849 
29 -0.04428177  0.072920673    0.072920673 0.01593552 0.01593552 0.01558720 
30  0.43702113 -0.036801300   -0.036801300 0.01810128 0.01810128 0.01849012 
31 -0.17319997 -0.155528026   -0.155528026 0.01724181 0.01724181 0.01737131 
32  0.21553764  0.002547106    0.002547106 0.01566334 0.01566334 0.01516037 
33 -0.56202690 -0.011296854   -0.011296854 0.01980273 0.01980273 0.02062948 
34 -0.52974997 -0.023194872   -0.023194872 0.01884173 0.01884173 0.01888426 
35  0.38374029 -0.110990384   -0.110990384 0.01810162 0.01810162 0.01788988 
36 -0.50558229  0.042806461    0.042806461 0.01800694 0.01800694 0.01777180 
37 -0.59894412 -0.079442585   -0.079442585 0.01851459 0.01851459 0.01795019 
38 -0.24877398 -0.071399320   -0.071399320 0.01599827 0.01599827 0.01631515 
39 -0.53297608  0.125076900    0.125076900 0.01793783 0.01793783 0.01817814 
40 -0.34943676  0.049745210    0.049745210 0.01603931 0.01603931 0.01597096 
41 -0.34579811 -0.111209965   -0.111209965 0.01547567 0.01547567 0.01587994 
42 -0.49770242  0.194321315    0.194321315 0.01712119 0.01712119 0.01619326 
43  0.62921180 -0.294802337   -0.294802337 0.01816845 0.01816845 0.01828696 
44  0.00758396 -0.117202591   -0.117202591 0.01463642 0.01463642 0.01474862 
45  0.54058966  0.212609173    0.212609173 0.01877819 0.01877819 0.01895091 
46  0.13080533 -0.002388872   -0.002388872 0.01606067 0.01606067 0.01615300 
47  0.79362739 -0.031992951   -0.031992951 0.02335188 0.02335188 0.02338956 
48 -0.37644480 -0.053124687   -0.053124687 0.01695804 0.01695804 0.01741115 
49  0.62728429  0.058867669    0.058867669 0.01909578 0.01909578 0.01909578 
50  0.77360171 -0.259079164   -0.259079164 0.02167405 0.02167405 0.02174555 
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> print(median) 
             r     true_mean converted_mean   true_var proper_var approx_var 
1   0.05348482  0.1401601449   0.1401601449 0.01518456 0.01518456 0.01518456 
2  -0.96575307  0.2490433333   0.2490433333 0.06134036 0.06134036 0.06134036 
3   0.28975050 -0.0357488816  -0.0357488816 0.01552311 0.01552311 0.01552311 
4   0.12011039 -0.1081162499  -0.1081162499 0.01589634 0.01589634 0.01589634 
5  -0.10958682  0.0483838830   0.0483838830 0.01626690 0.01626690 0.01626690 
6  -0.04537003  0.0341634005   0.0341634005 0.01526579 0.01526579 0.01526579 
7  -0.37728030  0.2015271647   0.2015271647 0.01697781 0.01697781 0.01697781 
8  -0.43439282  0.2569047177   0.2569047177 0.01899524 0.01899524 0.01899524 
9  -0.38989441 -0.0614145142  -0.0614145142 0.01738070 0.01738070 0.01738070 
10 -0.15636022  0.0766428423   0.0766428423 0.01571728 0.01571728 0.01571728 
11  0.87110268  0.1848674008   0.1848674008 0.02715845 0.02715845 0.02715845 
12  0.81659063 -0.1657039200  -0.1657039200 0.02399853 0.02399853 0.02399853 
13 -0.07090162  0.1308233720   0.1308233720 0.01515753 0.01515753 0.01515753 
14  0.20666483 -0.1979609243  -0.1979609243 0.01643449 0.01643449 0.01643449 
15  0.84367260 -0.1439861987  -0.1439861987 0.02913298 0.02913298 0.02913298 
16  0.26235211 -0.1401466756  -0.1401466756 0.01537673 0.01537673 0.01537673 
17  0.54679289  0.1340251798   0.1340251798 0.01717070 0.01717070 0.01717070 
18 -0.63761864 -0.2231896849  -0.2231896849 0.02154281 0.02154281 0.02154281 
19  0.08324910  0.3895648431   0.3895648431 0.01618036 0.01618036 0.01618036 
20  0.53965086 -0.2588420962  -0.2588420962 0.01894438 0.01894438 0.01894438 
21  0.24459913 -0.1072213053  -0.1072213053 0.01569459 0.01569459 0.01569459 
22 -0.07949109 -0.1005580856  -0.1005580856 0.01585422 0.01585422 0.01585422 
23 -0.10502934 -0.2166637568  -0.2166637568 0.01576581 0.01576581 0.01576581 
24  0.62809372 -0.2717347251  -0.2717347251 0.01816456 0.01816456 0.01816456 
25  0.32725527 -0.0487512487  -0.0487512487 0.01851339 0.01851339 0.01851339 
26  0.70275491 -0.0084799939  -0.0084799939 0.02016107 0.02016107 0.02016107 
27 -0.24972820  0.0591352303   0.0591352303 0.01633051 0.01633051 0.01633051 
28  0.13294797 -0.1210807467  -0.1210807467 0.01487530 0.01487530 0.01487530 
29 -0.30895916  0.0297416140   0.0297416140 0.01748000 0.01748000 0.01748000 
30 -0.22467266  0.0212254447   0.0212254447 0.01599352 0.01599352 0.01599352 
31 -0.21566687 -0.0239280526  -0.0239280526 0.01610640 0.01610640 0.01610640 
32  0.02097657 -0.1219433330  -0.1219433330 0.01517774 0.01517774 0.01517774 
33 -0.45833236 -0.0176738008  -0.0176738008 0.01796885 0.01796885 0.01796885 
34 -0.92203897  0.2209025663   0.2209025663 0.04309621 0.04309621 0.04309621 
35 -0.62267508 -0.0003520585  -0.0003520585 0.01820462 0.01820462 0.01820462 
36 -0.02698529 -0.0044430368  -0.0044430368 0.01643540 0.01643540 0.01643540 
37 -0.63721568 -0.0928495903  -0.0928495903 0.02000398 0.02000398 0.02000398 
38  0.34368611  0.0487117995   0.0487117995 0.01802949 0.01802949 0.01802949 
39  0.12765128 -0.1160096702  -0.1160096702 0.01543551 0.01543551 0.01543551 
40  0.16568889  0.0365411537   0.0365411537 0.01594356 0.01594356 0.01594356 
41 -0.80857523 -0.1286130127  -0.1286130127 0.02331243 0.02331243 0.02331243 
42  0.51661132 -0.0253688792  -0.0253688792 0.01796767 0.01796767 0.01796767 
43  0.08916658  0.2024301391   0.2024301391 0.01551337 0.01551337 0.01551337 
44  0.69125941  0.0011754743   0.0011754743 0.02064816 0.02064816 0.02064816 
45  0.51621961  0.1796631128   0.1796631128 0.01778645 0.01778645 0.01778645 
46 -0.87526198 -0.1730625094  -0.1730625094 0.03403358 0.03403358 0.03403358 
47 -0.37735162  0.0004734804   0.0004734804 0.01708529 0.01708529 0.01708529 
48  0.08616382  0.1261997655   0.1261997655 0.01605340 0.01605340 0.01605340 
49 -0.95614119  0.0470531568   0.0470531568 0.04340866 0.04340866 0.04340866 
50  0.17731173 -0.0202971540  -0.0202971540 0.01538474 0.01538474 0.01538474 
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